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EURO ASIA PREMIER REAL
ESTATE COMPANY LTD.
FACILITATING URBANISATION
OF THE FAST GROWING
CHINESE MIDDLE CLASS
_euro asia is a chinese real estate developer, focusing on
urbanisation of the most promising clientele: the mid income
segment of the urban non-manufacturing workforce: 600m
potential customers.
_euro asia is based in shangdong, a region with c 100m
inhabitants. it is only active in this region. this allows for a
focused, low-risk business due to superior local knowledge
of all market segments.
_euro asia might be a young company (2009 established),
but its main shareholders, managers and jv partners act
successfully in the region for decades, paving the way to
success for euro asia.
_euro asia’s project pipeline is based on the access of 7m sqm
of development land, about 13 times its annual output. no
other firm in the region owns such a vast access to profit
generating assets.
_we initiate coverage of euro asia with a buy and a price
target of €9.25. the company offers pure chinese activities
combined with german corporate governance, while trading
at very attractive valuation ratios.

Ralf Groenemeyer, Head of Research and Real Estate
02 May 2011
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Key data
2009 figures represent
a base fiscal year with only 3
months in operation

Euro Asia Premier Real Estate Group
Year end Dec,. in Yuan ‚000
Profit loss
Sales
y-o-y in %
EBITDA
EBIT (I)
EBIT margin in %
Net income
EPS SQR (€)
y-o-y in %
DPS (€)
Payout ratio %
Dividend yield %
Cash flow
Net income
Depreciation/Amortisation
Working capital movements
Operating cash flow
Net capex
Free cash flow
Free cash flow yield
Balance sheet/Key ratios
Total Assets
Closing net debt (cash)
Gearing
Capex ratio (tangible)
ROE
ROCE
ROA
Valuation
Enterprise value
Book value
Market cap
EV/Sales
EV/EBITDA
PER
PBV
P/NAV

2009

2010

2011e

2012e

2013e

4,749.90

91,288.10
1821.9%
15,220.74
8,387.90
9.2%
587.10
0.05
-97.8%
0.0%

635,713.89
596.4%
257,039.68
252,090.55
39.7%
244,755.41
22.25
41588.9%
0.0%

752,166.67
18.3%
313,716.89
304,020.21
40.4%
288,765.16
26.25
18.0%
0.0%

938,984.31
24.8%
406,276.57
389,353.22
41.5%
355,764.91
32.34
23.2%
0.0%

37,917.90
3,917.91
82.48%

587.10
6,832.84
-102,819.86
-3,699.90
-4.05%

244,755.41
4,949.13
31,077.62
90,539.16
14.24%

288,765.16
9,696.68
-32,841.02
-24,097.34
-3.20%

355,764.91
16,923.35
-70,732.29
-33,766.22
-3.60%

269,895.40
-4,918.40
0%
0.00%
10.53%
-0%
-0.37%

295,493.30
-217.90
0.00%
0.00%
0.21%
2.84%
4.34%

595,918.58
-91,641.50
0.00%
0.00%
47.64%
49.99%
68.27%

894,553.90
-67,582.00
0.00%
0.00%
36.28%
36.76%
46.33%

1,280,639.99
-33,815.00
0.00%
0.00%
31.01%
31.28%
37.99%

572,581.60
234,168.30
577,500.00
120.55
-581.95
23.43
2.47

692,782.10
275,831.20
693,000.00
7.59
45.52
1,180.38
2.51
0.86

855,458.50
513,718.83
947,100.00
1.35
3.33
3.87
1.84
1.05

879,518.00
795,984.37
947,100.00
1.17
2.80
3.28
1.19
0.88

913,285.00
1,147,153.28
947,100.00
0.97
2.25
2.66
0.83
0.99

-983.90
-983.90
-20.7%
24,649.40
2.46
0.0%

24,649.40
-

Source: Bloomberg, Euro Asia, Silvia Quandt Research
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Executive Summary
EUROASIA is developer of real estate projects in the Weifang area (8.6m
inhabitants, GDP of €26.7bn), a major city in the Shandong Province (94m
inhabitants, GDP of €334bn, 8.1% of total Chinese 2010 GDP). The region
exceeded the average Chinese GDP growth in the past 4 years, as it is industry
and raw material rich. EUROASIA has a unique access to development areas in
this, fast developing Chinese region.
EUROASIA (EUA) is a British Virgin incorporated company, functioning as a holding
company to a set of Chinese companies, which operate as developers in the Shandong
province. While EUA is only 2 years old, its partners and major shareholders operate
in the region for decades as developers and real estate owners. EUA has a unique
access to prime assets and sites through this unparalleled relationship and business
network through its JV partner SNI. EUA is the listed arm of SNI. Through SNI, EUA
has direct and exclusive access to 7m sqm ( more than three times the size of the
Frankfurt airport surface) of development land in Weifang, which represents around
13 times its annually projected output.
EUA is a direct beneficiary of the new Chinese 5 year plan (2011 – 2016), which aims
at increasing urbanisation of the Chinese population. Shandong urbanisation level
is just 48.3%, below the average of eastern provinces and only slightly above the
Chinese average. This contrasts the industrialization level, which is well above 53%.
It is the goal of the Chinese government to boost urbanisation to more than 50% by
2012 and more than 60% by 2020, with a particular emphasis on ‘tier 2 and tier 3’
cities, such as Weifang. Weifang’s average GDP/capita is the lowest in the Shandong
province, implying that it should see the highst growth rates in the next five years.
EUA is focusing on developments with a short time to market to limit development
risks. It achieves this by planning only in prime locations and analysing the market
potential in depth prior to investing. Hence, EUA only invests in areas, where concrete
development are in place, which guarantees that the local infrastructure investments
will be done and that the development is part of the local government’s development
plans. Therefore, EUA concentrates on commercial development, with minor focus on
high end residential developments, which are mostly adjacent to the key commercial
dwellings. EUA follows the ‘official flow’, i.e. projects of the strategic development
plan of the local administration.
EUA is strictly return orientated. The company’s guideline is on investments
with an unleveraged ROI in excess of 35%. EUA achieves this by aligning principle
development phases: EUA aims to complete, market and sale its developments within
a period between 12 and 18 months. This has been possible, as EUA typically focuses
on development projects with total costs in the range of €40 – 50m, which are in
the niche of being too large for private developers and too small for internationally
operating groups.
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EUA reduces its development risk further by teaming up with joint venture partners.
These include companies, in which EUA holds minority stakes. The main partner for
EUA is Shandong New Industry Group Co. Ltd. (SNI), which grants EUA access to its
7m strong land bank portfolio for developments.
EUA is - we understand - not affected by the house price restrictions implemented in
China. The reason is that the price restriction is focussing on tier 1 cities, where EUA is
not present and on 2nd and 3rd homes, which is not EUA’s main business focus. EUA
builds for owner occupiers.
EUA aims to convert its corporate structure from BVI to German AG in 2011 and will,
consequently, shift market segment from Entry to Prime Standard. We regard EUA as
an attractive investment and start coverage with a Buy recommendation and a target
price of EUR 9.25.
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Valuation Approach
Valuing EUROASIA is certainly a rather demanding task, given the high growth rates
the company expects to have in the near future and the relatively short corporate
history.
The main idea on the valuation would be a peer group comparison, where we would
use Asian (China & Hong Kong), comparable companies, which have demonstrated
strong recovery after the 2008/09 financial market turmoil. However, we believe
that uncertainty over the future course of the Chinese economic growth commands
certainly a prudent, albeit fair approach.
Our peer group includes the following companies: (see appendix for details on each
peer group company)

__CHINA VANKE CO LTD (China listing)
__GUANGZHOU R&F PROPERTIES ( Hong Kong listing)
__C C LAND HOLDINGS LTD ( Hong Kong listing)
__SINO-OCEAN LAND HOLDINGS LTD ( Hong Kong listing)
__KWG PROPERTY HOLDING LTD ( Hong Kong listing)

Multiples comparison
We have looked a number of comparisons and came to the conclusion that for Euro
Asia, a set of peer group multiples is suitable. These are
__Price/book. Here, we compare the current market price with the book value of the
equity. We use 2012e basis to estimate the appropriate value for EUA. In essence,
we would assume that companies, which operate with lowe leverage – such as EUA
– deserve a premium to the average of the developers, which operate typically with
a gearing of around 60% in China.
__Price/earnings. We would use an earnings multiple to value EUA. The reason is
that we compare only Chinese/Hong Kong based companies with EUA. Hence the
accounting rules are similar. This suggests that the net earnings level should be
suitable for a comparable valuation.
__Price/net asset value. We assume that most of the Chinese developers operate
similarly to EUA in so far that they hold land rights and development processes
onto their balance sheet. IN so far, the NAV is the value of the land bank. Most
developers trade at a discount to the NAV, simply because the land rights are
bought partially with debt, implying higher operational risk. The longer the land
bank is kept on books, the higher the interest cost burden. EUA holds assets debt
free on its books, implying the need to trade at a higher P/NAV valuation than its
peers.
VALUATION APPROACH_ 05
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Peer group comparison
Company

last price

Market cap EUR

P/BV

P/E 2012e

P/NAV

CHINA VANKE CO LTD -B

11.00

10,537,009,524

2.22

8.72

79%

GUANGZHOU R&F PROPERTIES - H

10.68

2,984,811,795

1.45

5.70

56%

C C LAND HOLDINGS LTD

3.01

668,297,572

0.63

8.07

9%

SINO-OCEAN LAND HOLDINGS

4.43

2,166,454,467

0.67

6.48

36%

KWG PROPERTY HOLDING LTD

5.59

1,402,663,487

1.17

5.64

41%

1.23

6.92

53%

8.42

17.22

4.91

1.19

3.28

88%

1.7

8.2

64%

11.66

20.40

5.93

Average
Implied Euro Asia valuation

10.18

EURO ASIA PREMIER REAL ESTAT

8.16

Wider sector average
(21 Chinese companies)
Implied Euro Asia valuation

12.66

upside Euro Asia (peer group)

25%

upside Euro Asia (wider peer)

55%

89,749,010

Source: Bloomberg, Euro Asia, Silvia Quandt Research

The table above suggests that – if based on average peer group valuations – EUA
should trade at a price near EUR10.20/share, based on the existing number of shares
of 11m.
Competitors use a wider group of Chinese developers. The development market is
mainly listed in Hong Kong. The total group would consist out of 21 companies, which
partially are also following niche strategies. Here, average valuation suggest an even
higher fair price for EUA, in the range of EUR12.65/share.
We would suggest to use both averages as valuation guideline. This suggests an
average price target of EUA of around EUR 11.25.
However, EUA has a shorter history and would need – despite the fact that its
predecessor companies are operating successfully in the region for more than a
decade – and given the low free float, we would apply a 20% discount to this valuation,
leading to a price target of EUR 9.25/share, which provides a 12% upside.
We understand that EUA aims to shift market segment to Prime Standard, in which
case the free float would need to be extended to at least 25%. This would, we assume,
eliminate most of the envisaged ‘liquidity discount’ of 20% as mentioned before.
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Chinese Economic Outlook
China’s economy has grown significantly since transforming from a centrally planned
economy into a market-oriented economy in the late 1970s. In the last two decades
it faced a steady and rapid growth with an impressive growth rate of more than 10%,
taking a third place among the largest world economies.

GDP (USD bn)
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4,000
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2,000
1,000
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Source: National Bureau of Statistic of China, IMF, SQR estimates

In 2010 most of the world’s major economies recovered from effects of the global
recession, e.g. Germany (+3.6%), Japan (1.8%), U.S. (2.8%), while China remained
resistant to the 2009 slump, adding a growth of 10.3% in 2010. Such rapid and robust
growth was mainly attributable to the buoyant domestic demand, solid investments,
and a rebound in exports. China – as Germany - is benefitting currently from the
global economic recovery: After more than 12% GDP growth in Q1 2010, China’s
GDP growth of 10.3% for 2010 underlines the strong economic progress of the
country. Recently, the Chinese government announced to cut its overall 5 year annual
growth target to 7% in order to fight inflation and a further widening of the income
gap between the middle/high urban class and the rural area population.
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GDP per capita
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The chart above shows the GDP development in USD, assuming a 3.5% annual
appreciation of the Yuan and a 3.5% annual inflation. This would lead to China
representing 17.6% of global GDP (PPP adjusted) in 2015, up from 13% currently.
Since 1990 the major drivers of China’s economic development have been exports
and investments. Since 2004 the Chinese government has been taken a few actions
to ensure that a rebalancing toward consumption occurs over time. Actions such as
rising of minimum wages or creating “Golden week” are the examples of governmental
effort to encourage a consumption growth. From 2004 to 2009 the retail sales growth
showed a stunning compound annual rate of 18%.

Total retail sales of consumer goods and GDP
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Source: National Bureau of Statistic of China, SQR estimates
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Domestic demand remains an important driver for future economy development. At
the 3rd session of the 11th People’s Congress in March 2010, a retail sales growth
target has been set at 15% for 2010. Actually, retail sales grew 18.3% in local currency
and well above 20% in USD terms. Going forward, we expect consumption to rise
disproportionate and increase from around 39% of GDP to around 46% in 2015.
China’s rapid economic growth has gone hand in hand with fast growing urbanization.
Over the last two decades the urban population has more than doubled from 250mn
in 1990 to about 600mn in 2009. Nevertheless, with a 45%-share of total population,
urban residents represent less than a half of overall country’s inhabitants.

Annual per capita disposable income of urban
and rural households (CNY)
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
1985
urban

1995

2000

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011e

rural

Source: National Bureau of Statistic of China, SQR estimates

Compared to the urbanisation levels of developed countries such as USA (80%) and
Europe (73%), Chinese cities have still a large potential to grow considerably. According
to the estimations of United Nations, by 2020 the cities will add more than 300mn new
residents. Following the current trend, by 2030 China’s urban population will reach
1billion, representing two-thirds of the overall population by then.
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Growth of urban population
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Cities have been playing a key role for the economic development over the past two
decades, as they have been major drivers of China’s GDP. Currently the share of cities’
contribution to the overall country’s GDP lies on a high level of 75%, estimated to
reach 95% within the next 20 years.

Urban GDP development
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute
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Measured by the population, China’s cities can be clustered into 3 groups:
__Tier 1: mega cities (>10mn residents) “Big Four” of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Shenzhen;
__Tier 2: big cities (5-10mn) and middle cities (1.5-5mn) with a total of 37 cities;
__Tier 3: small cities (0.5-.1.5mn) and big towns (<0.5mn) with a total of more than 600
cities.
Analyzing population trends over the last decade, it stands out that a trend of increasingly
dispersed urbanization has been looming, with mid size cities playing a key role in this
process. In the past, Tier 1 cities have been the main entry point for multinational
corporations as well as major focus for most Chinese companies, as the Tier 1 cities had
the highest-earning urban population. However, as urban incomes have been rising, their
growth has become increasingly dispersed across a greater number of urban areas outside
the traditional “Big Four” of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen.
With a rapid growth of urban population, the number of mid-size cities and their income
levels has emerged. Many multinationals have invested heavily into expanding in Tier 2
cities, stimulating even a faster growth of economic prosperity. However, these cities
show significant income dispersion, as some cities along the coast developed more quickly
and particularly overtook the Tier 1 income levels. According to the current projections
of McKinsey Institute, the mid size cities will be absorbing about 40% of new urban
residents in the next two decades, -doubling their population to 300mn and representing
a third of China’s total urban population by then. Consequently, their GDP contribution
share widened to 35% in 2009, up from 29% in 2008.
Regarding the Tier 3 cities, they offer massive economic potential, as with overall more
than 600 cities they currently represent almost a half of the household disposal income. In
particular, the cities with a population of more 1million (136 cities) have been increasingly
attracting investments, as the disposable incomes are growing at the high rates.
The chart below illustrates a future potential of China’s urban economy and summarizes
the key point of our discussion.
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Future potential of China’s urban economy

Tier 1 “Big Four”

Beijing
Shanghai
Guangzhou
Shenzhen

Tier 2a “Climbers”

large population, high
income, and large
GDP

Tier 2b “Niche”

Wealthy consumers,
but relatively small
overall market size

Chongqing
Tianjn
Wuhan
Hangzhou
Nanjing

Wenzhou
Taizhou
Ningbo
Zhongshan
Suzhou
Xiamen

Linyl
Nanchang

Foshan
Chengdu
Shantou
Xi’an
Shenyang

Qingdao
Changsha
Yantai
Dakan
Putian
Zibo

Xuzhou
Xiangfan

Four largest cities with
highest income, large
population base, and
largest GDP scala

Tier 2c “Mainstream”

Relatively low income,
but large population
Kunming
base
Harbin
Tangshan
Changchun
Tier 3a “Next frontier”
Shijiazhuang
Hual’an
Growing markets with

Unumchi
Huizhou

Jin
Daqing

population larger than
1 million
Tier 3b “Poor cousins”

Shaoxing
Zhoushan
Yueyang
Quzhou

Shaoguan
Liuzhou
Baoding
Xianyang

Pingdingshan
Xinxiang
Hangyang
Bacshan

Small cities with urban
population smaller than
1 million

Source: China statistical Yearbook, McKinsey Institute

Analyzing the income brackets of the total population, it stands out that the structure
of income classes has undergone significant changes over the last two decades. For
illustration purposes we divine the population into four annual income brackets.
__Poor:		

annual income: < CNY 25,000

__Middle class:

annual income: CNY 25,000-100,000

__Affluent:

annual income: CNY 100,000-200,000

__Global:		

annual income: > CNY 200,000

The chart below displays the allocation of urban households by income class over the
past 20 years and the projections for the future.
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Share of urban households by income class
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The chart shows that in 1985, about 100 percent of the urban population had
household disposable income of less than CNY 25000 (USD 3019). By 2005 this share
has dropped significantly, as a large population segment moved into the middle class,
supported by the rapid economic growth. With an over proportionate growth of the
household incomes this development should significantly accelerate, resulting in a
dominant position of the middle class by 2015. Projecting these estimations further in
the future, by 2025 two third of the urban middle-income population will come from
the today’s Tier 3 cities.
The rapid expansion of urban incomes leads to a strong surge of the spending.
With an improved life standard and rising wealth levels, the consumer pattern also
change, resulting in higher spending rates. Analyzing the income brackets by their
potential spending power, the middle class aspirants will command a major share of
the spending power, representing a dominant consumer group in the next few years.

Most recent investment developments in China
The fixed asset investment in China rose 25% in Q1 2011, according to the
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS).
In Q1 2011, fixed asset investments in the primary sector rose by 10.8%, in the
secondary sector by 24.8% and in the service sector by 25.6%. Regionally, Q1 2011
shows the direction, in which the government wants to steer investments: in the
central and western regions, investments jumped 31.3% and 26.5%, respectively. This
was significantly more than in the highly industrialized and developed eastern and
coastal regions, where investments grew by 21.6%.
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A specific issue is the real estate sector: in Q1 2011, investments in the property sector
rose 34.1% to Yuan 884.6bn, whereof the residential housing sector jumped even
more, by 37.4% to Yuan 625.3bn, representing 70% of all investments in the sector.
Demand is also strong: according to the NBS, total floor space of commercial housing
- i.e. those, which were build to sell by private developers - reached 176.43m sqm
(approx 2.2m apartments with a size of 80 sqm), an increase of 14.9% y-o-y.
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Shandong Region and Weifang area
The Shandong region is part of the Northern Chinese Bohai Rim, which houses
20% of the Chinese population (i.e. 300m inhabitants) and produces US$1.7bn
of GDP (30% of Chinese GDP). The region, however, is still not very harmonized:
while the GDP per capita is 63,000 Yuan in Beijing, it is just 35,800 Yuan in the
Shandong region.

Heilongjiang

Dezhou

Mongolia

Longkou
Yantai

Dongying

Weihai
Wendeng

Jilin

Shouguang
Jinan

Liaoning

Laiyang

Zibo
Weifang
SHANDONG

Beijing
Tianjin

Delian

Echeng

Qingdao
Xintal

Zhucheng

Weifang
Shanxi

Shandong

Yianan

Jining

Feixian

Rizhao

Tengxian
Hebei

YELLOW SEA
Zaozhuang

Source: ie Singapore

The Shandong province is strongly growing on the base of an established agricultural
and industrial background. The average annualized growth over the past 5-year
period (11th 5-year plan) was 11.6%. This growth was not only achieved by the
existing industries, but also by the development of new industries and services.
The Shandong province is the 2nd most densely populated region in China, with
almost 100m inhabitants, as it is one of the smaller provinces by land size. The current
population per sqkm is around 620 (only Jiangsu is more densely populated with
around 750 inhabitants per sqkm). While the Shandong population increased by
around 7% in the past decade, the urban population rose from 35m to 45m, up 28%
in the same period. This trend is expected to continue: in the current 5-year plan,
the Chinese government proclaimed to start increasing the overall urbanisation level
from 47% by 10 pp to 57%, latest within 10 years.
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Shandong province economic data
Yuan
GDP (real terms) Yuan bn
GDP nominal
% change y-o-y
Per capita GDP Yuan
% change y-o-y

2008
3,021.39
3,066.71
32,163.08

2009
3,390.00
3,390.00
12%
35,894.00
12%

2010e
3,827.31
3,926.82
13%
40,021.81
12%

2011e
4,286.59
4,415.18
12%
44,524.26
11%

2012e
4,800.98
4,957.01
12%
49,421.93
11%

CAGR
12.3%

11.3%

Output primary industry/agro
Output secondary
Industry/manufacturing
Output tertiary industry/services

309.02
1,659.53

322.00
1,890.20

332.47
2,151.05

342.44
2,409.17

352.71
2,698.27

3.4%
12.9%

1,058.35

1,176.88

1,333.41

1,520.08

1,735.93

13.2%

Retail sales
in % of GDP

1,065.78
35%

1,236.30
36%

1,466.25
37%

1,722.85
39%

2,032.96
41%

17.5%

Source: Shandong Statistical Yearbook 2010, SQR estimates

The Shandong area is clearly in focus: Shandong is one of the key ‘industrial bases’ of
China. Key industries are machinery (diesel engines- Weifang Diesel), farm vehicles,
food and food processing and packaging materials. China aims to create a nationwide
cornerstone for an integrated agricultural business - from farm products through
agricultural machinery to food processing and logistics.
Also, Shandong has successfully started to convert from heavy industries and
agriculture to so-called ‘light industry’. Well known Chinese brands operate from
Shandong, including Haier Electronics, Hisense Electronics, Tsingdao Beer, China
Qingqi Motorcycles, Kongfujia Liquor and Weifang Kite. Hi-tech industries grew
2.2% in 2010 to 32.9% of the province’s total gross industrial output.

Economic indicators for the Shandong region
Yuan bn (2010)

inhabitants

GDP
nom,

GDP nom,
per capita

Gross
output

Retail
sales

Export
volume $m

Jinan

6.653

334.1

50219

388.1

159.6

3047.1

Qingdao

8.478

485.4

57251

937.8

173

27298.7

Zibo

4.509

244.5

54229

614.3

86.1

3062.7

Yantai

7.027

370.2

52683

907.7

121.5

19833.8

Weifang

8.923

270.7

30338

607.9

96.8

6153

Weihei

2.526

173.3

68614

488.5

55.4

6818

Source: Shandong Statistical Yearbook 2010, SQR estimates

Within the province, Weifang is the most populous area. At the same time, its output
is just average, while the per capita GDP trails the entire province. Given the overall
potential of the region, Weifang seems to be the core place for local and regional
investments, suggesting that the city would enjoy the strongest growth within the
province.
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Weifang area
The Weifang area is one of the most promising areas in the Shandong province and is
in the heart of the province. Weifang is promoting this local advantage by saying that
‘ ... the City of Weifang has every factors for development of manufacture -- superior
industrial foundation, especially in industry of machine-building, chemicals, salt &
salt chemicals, construction material, textiles, agricultural products. … Excellent labor
force as thousands of students graduate from more than twenty vocational schools
annually. Also, the vast of industrial land at the northern part coastal area of the city
gives plenty of space for development. Whereas, the land becomes the bottleneck in
the most area of China’ this is not the case in Weifang’. (City of Weifang). Weifang is
big in dimensions: its is 140km times 180km, larger than Loa Angeles.

Weifang area within the Shandong province
Shandong province
Shouguang
Changyi
Hanting

Qingzhou

Kuiwen
Weicheng
Fangzi
WEIFANG
Changle

Linqu

Gaomi

Anqiu

Shandong

Zhucheng

Source: City of Weifang

Weifang covers an area of 16,000 sqkm and has a population of 8.5m, divided into the
City of Weifang (approx 2m inhabitants currently, last count 2006:1.6m). Weifang is
an industrial city, which hosts more than 4,300 larger companies (. These – together
with the SME sector – lead to a total output of 135bn Yuan.
Hence, the strong industrial base and the government’s commitment to further
strengthen this sector is a solid base for a further strong – above average – growth
of Weifang. The local government is designing the growth strategy carefully: we met
with a number of officials, who laid out the city’s development. Instead of allowing
industries to spread around the city, the government concentrates certain services
and industries in existing (therefore redevelopment areas) or new zones. This strict
planning is a warrant for successful operations of real estate developers in the region,
as they effectively operate as ‘executors’ of state planning. Industrial operations
tend to lure a significant number of people into the city, which requires boosting the
housing supply as a result of the further boost in industrial output.
An indication of the planning structure is that Weifang has created several
development zones:
__Weifang Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone (116sqkm)
_10 different industrial parks,, including a Taiwan Electronic Park
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__Weifang Economic and Technology Development Zone (60 sqkm)
_Service sector orientated, with strong infrastructure in place
__Weifang Binhai Economic Development Zone (57 sqkm)
_Mining zone (potassium, salt, magnesium, bromine)
__Shandong Weifang Export Zone (3sqkm)
_Already since 2003. Facilitate high-tech exports
__Weifang Coastal Project Zone (2,657 sqkm)
_157km of coast line, starts planning with 100sqkm
Another core driver for Weifang is the fact that the entire region has become China’s
no. 1 producer of vegetables. Also the chicken industry is sizable, with Weifang
accounting for more than 10% of overall chicken exports. In addition to the raw
farming, Weifang developed a sizable food processing industry and the required
logistic services. The entire sector contributed 56bn Yuan.

Chinese Real Estate Sector
The Chinese real estate market is booming since the government pushed
the economy from fully controlled to ‘social orientated’. The key issue of the
Chinese real estate market is the fact that there is no free-hold land available for
commercial developers. However, the Chinese real estate development market
value reached Yuan 3.62trn in 2009 (19% of total fixed investments) and grew by
around 10% in 2010.
All land in China is state-owned since 1949. Hence, there is no acquisition of land,
but only of land-use rights. Urban land is controlled by municipal governments and is
typically auctioned to developers on the basis of long lasting lease terms (70 years for
residential, 50 years for commercial/non-residential and 50 years for commercial/
residential land use) . While auctions are the normal allocation system, other forms
also exist, mainly to facilitate fast and smooth use of the land. Land right auctions are
a major source of income of local governments. Real Capital Analytics reported that
Chinese local governments received US$ 50bn through August 2009 and around US$
80bn for the whole year in revenues from land use rights sales.
Typically, the local governments provide the infrastructure investments required
to allow privately owned enterprises to build according to the government’s plans
and strategy. Urban land is collateral for government-owned investment companies.
Completed infrastructure investments increase market value of land rights alongside
the infrastructure projects. Hence, local governments use there infrastructure
investments to ‘guide’ future investments: more valuable land (due to infrastructure
investments) cannot be used for low value-added construction and developments.
Agricultural land is mastered by village committees (i.e. the party), which typically
lease to farmers for 30 years.
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Total investment annually
billion US$

Total Investment in Real Estate Development

600

529.8

500

447.1
369.6

400
283.4

300
200

230.4
192.4
113.1

147.8

100
0
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Source: National Bureau of Statistic of China, SQR estimates

Essentially, the Chinese real estate market remains ‘governmental guided’: the central
government sets plans and strategic goals. These are then communicated to province
and district governments. These implement the plans on local level. Hence, the local
administrations declare certain development zones and auction/attribute specific
land-use rights to developers.
At the same time, the funds received from selling the land-use rights are invested in
infrastructure projects, which facilitate access to the newly allocated development
zones.
In this environment, developers’ underlying long term risks are low. The strategic
planning of the local administration warrants the ‘allocation’ of people (i.e. relocation of inhabitants from one area to the newly developed zones) or commercial
enterprises (i.e. facilitate the re-location of industrial space to newly developed
zones). The government can use special ‘incentives’ to promote the new zones. This
system guarantees the city development according to the strategic growth path of
the local administration, which executes the overall development plans of the Chinese
government.
Hence, vacancies are likely to be not more than temporary. Developers appear to
understand this and voluntarily leave – in particular residential assets – vacant until
the anticipated occupiers ‘arrive’ in the zone. This could take up to 3 years, we believe.
On the other hand, fast development is supported by the government. ‘Follow
the official flow’ is the most promising strategy for developers, meaning that
development of strategic government plans is the most profitable. Currently,
this is the development of low to mid priced residential developments and the
development of industrial zones. Both can be built fast and occupied instantly.
This releases development down payments with banks and allows for swift reemployment of cash.
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Residential market segment
The Chinese housing market only started in the early 1990ties, following the housing
provision system implemented in 1980. Before, housing societies were nationalized
in 1949 and housing became a part of the state and state companies’ welfare system,
alongside with free education, health care and pensions. Housing privatization
became the buzz word in the 1990ties, and by 2002, 80% of state owned houses
were sold to the tenants. China focused on guided-market forces to provide housing
for the middle class, while a re-modelled social housing system provided room for the
urban low income inhabitants.
This resulted in commercial residential housing to become a core supplier of
apartments in the cities. As this segment was market driven, prices exploded in most
of the tier 1 coastal cities in the past decade, typically rising by more than 100%.
Families tried to buy more than one apartment to capture some of the gains.
Most recently, the Chinese government increased measures, which are designed to
cool down the real estate price path. In January 2011, residential prices in the 70 most
populous cities in China rose again, despite measures put in place before. Y-o-y prices
moved up by 10% - interestingly enough with a focus on the less ‘hot’ cities: Shanghai
prices only grew by 1.5% and Beijing prices by 6.8%. The focus has shifted to tier 2
and tier 3 cities, where the overall price level is still well below that of tier 1 cities.
China wants to cool down the residential market segment in the coastal area.
This applies mainly to Tier 1 cities: The government has introduced strict equity
requirements, which have been increased from 50% to 60% of any given purchase
price of an apartment, if it is the 2nd or 3rd apartment bought. Equity payments for
1st homes have been increased from 20% to 30%. However, in the past the average
LTV for residential assets was just 34%. In tier 1 cities, this has been increased to up
to 66%, raising fears of a real estate bubble.
The residential market is becoming one of the key focus areas of the Chinese
government’s current 5-year-plan. The government identifies the high current
Chinese savings rate (35%) as one of the key obstacles to raise domestic demand
substantially. The main reason for the high savings rate is that Chinese are saving for
housing and health care costs. Solving one or both of these obstacles would boost
domestic demand.
Minimum wages are set to rise by 13% annually in the next 5 years, 30% or 3pp more
than on average in the past 5 years. In addition, the government aims to create 9m
new urban jobs. This goal has direct impact on the residential real estate industry.
The government will let build 46m (!) new, affordable apartments in the next 5 years,
of which 10m would be built this year, representing almost 50% of the overall new
construction in 2011. The government will need to build these apartments in high
growth areas, where
__average per capita income is below the regional average in order to allow these
regions to accelerate,
__prices are not elevated,
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__infrastructure and industrial production base is strong, supporting the ‘new jobs’
goal,
__sufficient land resources are available.
This leads the focus of investments to tier 2 and tier 3 cities in the vicinity of tier 1
cities. Alternatively, it would boost larger cities in the west of China.
We believe that the focus of the current 5-year-plan favours investments in particular
in provinces such as Shandong (2nd most populated province in China) and here in
the Weifang district (most populous area with high industrial growth potential and
below average per capita income).
The latest move was that each of the top 100 cities and overall 657 cities were
requested ton provide maximum house price increases for 2011 by March
31st. 92.5% of cities provided such targets, which they mainly linked to the
development of the local GDP. This would imply price increases of around 10%.
Y-o-y home prices rose 27.8 % in Chongqing, 25.0 % in Beijing, 21.4% in Shanghai
and 16.1% in Wuhan (January 2011 data), according to SouFun.
In the Shandong region, the Qingdao district announced that the price
development in the district – including Weifang – should not exceed the
development of the disposable income. In 2010, disposable income grew by an
average of 11.8%, while residential housing prices rose 6.6%. For 2011, disposable
income is expected to rise by 12%, suggesting an accelerating price trend for this
year.
Given the fact that the Weifang area (see above) shows the lowest average
income bracket in the district, the underlying expected increase in disposable
income should exceed that of the district as a whole, allowing for even higher
price increases in Weifang.

Non-residential market segment
According to the China Real Estate Research Association, China Real Estate
Association and China Real Estate Appraisal, the sales value, sold floor space and price
growth in second and third-tier cities have beaten the first-tier cities, making them
the major focus for real estate companies, said WPC.
An important new development emerged in late 2009, when the Chinese government
allowed insurance companies to invest directly into the commercial real estate
segment.
The market is clearly big in size: according ton the National Bureau of Statistics, total
investments in real estate developments in 2009 reached US$ 529bn, 16% up y-o-y.
The market is fragmented: there are more than 200 listed and un-listed real estate
developers. While there are some nationwide operating groups, the majority of
projects are carried out by local ‘heroes’. This is – see the residential section – to be
expected, as the market is highly regulated by local governments.
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In fact, Chinese residential real estate developers partly switch to commercial
construction, as they want to avoid effects of further tightening of the residential
sector by the Chinese government.
Aside of developing industrial parks – where land prices are typically well below
those for residential land use, on average Yuan 723/sqm in contrast to land prices
for residential land of Yuan 8,442/sqm – some developers are looking to build
entire resorts. The Shenzhen-based Guang Real Estate Group Co Ltd is planning a
two-million-square-meter resort project in Weihai, Shandong province, hoping to
lure wealthy customers from Beijing, Shanghai and the South Korean capital, Seoul,
according to WPC.
There is still significant demand for non residential developments, particularly in tier
2&3 cities:
__on the office side, the overall availability of high end office space is low. Even in
Beijing, the overall stock of high end office space is 6.4m sqm, which is less than half
of the Frankfurt market office space offering. Most available office space is old and
outdated, lacking essential infrastructure such as central heating or communication
facilities.
__on the logistic/industrial side, the business is local. This is important for the
development of tier 2&3 cities. Only with more work on offer, the cities can grow.
In so far, it is the aim of the government to boost the population of the non-tier 1
cities. While there are 80 cities in China with more than 5m inhabitants, still 53%
of the population lives in rural areas. It is easier to enlarge tier 2&3 cities, where the
essential infrastructure exists, then to build new ones.
__Retail/shopping centers are the next big thing in non-residential assets. As the cities
grow very systematically, retail areas must be planned and built accordingly. Hence,
the cities will boost local and regional retail space. The issue here is rent: in 2009,
prime shopping mall rents in Shanghai were US$ 5/sqm – rather low in relation to
European or US standards.

Financing real estate developments
There is rising concern that the Chinese real estate sector is facing the building of a
bubble and a consequent bursting of this bubble. These fears are mainly related to the
residential market segment.
House prices in the top 5 tier 1 cities shot up dramatically. This development was
sparked by run for residential assets in the past years, when individuals bought a 2nd
and 3rd apartment, mainly to benefit from the price trend. However, different to the
situation in the US and other countries, the Chinese buyer typically uses 60% of own
funds (equity) and only limited debt. Most recently, debt levels of up to 60% were
seen in some tier 1 cities, namely Shanghai and Beijing.
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These cities saw – since the implementation of the tightening by the banking
sector – below market average price developments, but no downturn in prices. The
demographics and the government’s desire to boost urbanisation will also allow the
owners of potentially vacant flats to see them either being bought or rented out. The
rising wage trend (+ 7 – 13% p.a.) should also allow for sufficient cash being raised by
individuals. We would not suggest that that a housing bubble is imminent, but price
hikes as in the past years are also unlikely.
The situation might be different in tier 2 & 3 cities, such as Weifang. Here, population
growth continues to request new apartments. Migration would also remain a strong
factor.
The financing issue hence remains on the real estate development side:

Segmentation of real estate loans by the Bank of China

Real estate loans

House purchase
loans

Real estate
development loans

Land reserve loans

Individual house
purchase loans

Corporation house
purchase loans

Housing
development loans

Commercial house
development loans

Individual
home loans

Individual commercial
house loans

Housing asset
operation loans

Other legal persons
house purchase loans

Source: Bank of China (BoC)

Developers fall typically in the ‚Commercial house development loans‘ category.
Real estate development enterprises need to be established and approved by the
state administrative departments for real estate, registered with the industrial and
commercial administrative authorities, have obtained business license and have
passed the annual inspection. Also, they need to have obtained the real estate
development company qualification certificates issued by the industry competent
authorities, according to BoC.
Loans for land acquisitions should not exceed 70% of the value (=purchase price),
meaning that developers must have sufficient cash reserves at all times. Also, loans
typically do not exceed a period longer than two years.
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This requires developers to be certain of the development success. Therefore, strong
links and knowledge of the local government’s strategy is of paramount importance.
This explains, why strong local developers typically have little international
competition, as these would not have cemented the required local contacts.
Nevertheless, interest rate developments are a certain factor when it comes to the
real estate development sector. The Chinese GDP growth in Q1 2011 was 9.7%,
ahead of the expected 9.5% growth this year. Inflation was higher than 5%. This
should and would spark further tightening measures by the Chinese central bank,
which increases development costs.
On the other hand, investments in the real estate sector reached Yuan 1.02trn, i.e.
more than Yuan 1 trn for the 1st time. The development activities remain brisk, as
the Chinese government aims to boost urbanization. Also the price development –
particularly in tier 2 & 3 cities, appears to benefit from the surge in inflation.
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Company Description
Euro Asia AG is the holding company for a number of operating enterprises in
Weifang. It is the listed co-operation partner of SNI, which is the largest local
developer. Early, SNI and EUA have identified the advantages of building in
the tier2&3 cities: low land costs limit risks and increase profits. Here, land
price auctions are successful at Yuan 1,000 – 1,500/sqm, against Yuan 4,000 –
6,000 in the top 5 cities of China. EUA follows a two pillar strategy: industrial
developments and medium to high end residential developments. It is strictly
return orientated, which leads to short development and completion times and
very fast disposal periods. As a ‘local hero’ in Weifang, EUA is best positioned
to support Weifang in becoming a meaningful tier 2 city with more than 3.5m
inhabitants (1.6m currently).
EUA The Company was incorporated under the laws of the British Virgin Islands on
6 January 2006, named “Pereamus Limited”. On 15 July 2009, the company’s name
was changed into “Euro Asia Premier Real Estate Company Limited”. Euro Asia Group
is made up of four companies,
__Euro Asia Premier Real Estate, (EUA) is a holding company for the three companies
mentioned below
__Xinpu, a licensed Chinese property management company, is directly held by EUA.
It is the key developing and asset holding group of EUA in mainland China
__Cheong Sung, is the 100% held subsidiary of Xinpu. Cheong Sung is a licensed
Chinese consultancy company engaged in business consulting, enterprise
management and investment management business.
__NIW Real Estate is a licensed Chinese real estate developer. NIW Real Estate has
only recently become part of EUA and acted as a project company for property
projects.
Euro Asia Group follows a niche business strategy by focusing on a local market. The
Euro Asia Group develops real estate projects in Weifang, a prefecture-level city in
central Shandong province (China, 8.5 million inhabitants.). The focus of EUA is in
projects conceived through government driven urban renewal projects. EUA ‘follows
the official flow’ or assists the local government is achieving its development goals.
Through its joint venture partner SNI, EUA has access to a 7m sqm strong land
portfolio for its property development projects. EUA therefore is not exclusively
dependent on participation successfully in current land auctions.
__Shandong New Industry Group Co. Ltd (SNI) is a leading developer in the Weifang
area with approximately 15% market share, operating in Weifang for more than a
decade. SNI’s chairman is Xiyi Sun. Both SNI and Mr. Sun have executed real estate
developments in Weifang and enjoy excellent reputation with local and province
government.
The relation between SNI and EUA is essential and crucial for understanding EUA’s
business concept. We would go as far as saying that EUA is the execution arm for
SNI for most of the near term projects. SNI and EUA have a symbiotic relationship.
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While SNI can operate as locally accepted and long term partner in developments
for the local administration, EUA adds the international reputation and standing of a
German regulated company to the overall group’s standing. EUA is SNI’s stock market
listed investment vehicle. The co-operation agreement includes a non-competition
agreement, meaning that SNI will not compete with EUA in acquiring land use rights.
Instead, it will support EUA in successfully bidding for the rights, using its long
established relations and the trust of the authorities. Not only SNI, but also Mr. X.Sun
will support EUA. The organisational structure allows EUA to offer all development
services out of one hand, albeit different operating units.
Under the co-operation agreement between SNI and EUA, SNI and Mr.X.Sun
personally will transfer high quality projects (i.e. projects with high earnings potential)
into EUA’s locally operating companies (see above) from SNI. Also, the cooperation
includes the rights of 1st refusal on projects acquired in the future by SNI or Mr. X.
Sun. EUA will therefore strengthen its position in the Weifang area, achieving some
10% plus market share. Eventually, EUA will expand into adjacent areas to Weifang, if
appropriate. All of EUA’s 30 employees are sub-contracted from SNI; hence provide
profound long standing market experience. While EUA might be a relatively new
company, its foundation and personnel is well established in the region.
Euro Asia owns three rental income generating properties (Yuan 12m p.a.). These
revenues are sufficient to cover EUA’s local operating expenses. In so far, investors in
EUA benefit directly from its development revenues and earnings.

Structure Euro Asia Premier Real Estate Group, BVI

Long estabished
local developer

SNI
Shandong New Industry
Chairman: X.Sun

holds 75% of

Joint venture

EURA AISA P.R.E.G., BVI
Chairman&CEO: X.Sun
Vice-Chairman: P.Chan

Holding company

holds 25% of plus
call option on 75% of
Key developer
within group

Weifang Xinpu Industrail Co.
Chairman: X. Sun

holds 100% of

Cheong Sung Mgt. Consulting Co.
Chairman: X. Sun

Asset and invest.
mgt. services

holds 100% of
New Industry Weifang R.E.D. Co.
Chairman: X. Sun
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Projekt developer
within group

Source: Euro Asia Listing prospectus
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Strategy
EUA’s strategy is to become a major player in the Weifang area and a trusted
developer by local authorities, building on the longstanding relations between
SNI/X.Sun and Weifang authorities. EUA will develop in the next years at least
700,000 sqm of sellable projects annually and aims to get most out of the 7m sqm
of land, currently held by SNI as land bank. EUA key strategy is to target urban
developments and re-developments, focusing on government initiated projects.
This niche strategy works due to the long lasting relationship between X.Sun/SNI
and Weifang. It is a risk-reducing, margin protecting and value-enhancing growth
strategy.
EUA will use its listing in Germany to transport the strong international governance
and trust onto its local development activities and become the partner of choice
for urban development projects, let them be commercial or residential. The deep
understanding of the urban development strategy will also allow EUA and SNI to
acquire land rights well in advance of the specific region becoming ‘hot’. This will
reduce its own land costs and create a valuable land bank. So far, the value of the
acquired land bank is north of Yuan 900m, according to most recent DTZ valuations.
EUA aims to use the high ethical standards also to lure core tenants into its projects,
which, in return, increases the value of finished projects. This in mind, EUA aims to
retain some of its projects to allow for the creation of recurring rental income. Current
rental income of Yuan 12m annually is sufficient to pay for its 30 people strong staff,
but expansion might require additional recurring income streams. In so far, a high
end tenant mix would provide EUA with reliable rental income, while retaining the
property value.
The envisaged structure should allow EUA to present itself as a reliable developer to
the authorities. The foreign listing is, we believe, clearly an advantage when it comes
to project assignments. EUA works in a niche, which is defined by the value of the
projects. Typically, each project is worth around EUR 50m, which is too big for some
local competitors, but too small for national and international groups to carry out all
required logistics for such a – rather small in international comparison – project.
We believe that EUA has some time to build on this niche strategy. However, if
Weifang aims to boost its growth speed, EUA might be too small. Hence, there is a
risk of additional, powerful competition entering the tier 3 cities, such as Weifang.
The situation might become an issue in Weifang, as it is a train hub between Beijing
(535km north of Weifang) and Shanghai (810km south of Weifang). With the
cooperation agreement between SNI and EUA, EUA should be enabled to take over
the role of the leading developer in Weifang within the next 2 – 3 years.
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Euro Asia and its local competitors
Name

Status

Mkt share

Focus

Pu Li Real Estate

State owned

8%

villas, high-end residential

Tian Tong Hongji

State owned

5%

residential projects for companies

Han Zeng Group

Private

5%

office buildings

Weifang Hai Tai Investments

Private

3%

residential projects

Euro Asia/Xinpu

Private

tbc

commercial & high end residential

SNI

Private

15%

commercial & high end residential
Source: Company data, Prospectus

EUA suggests that none of its competitors – the ones mentioned above and further 6
smaller companies – would command net assets of more than Yuan 1bn (EUR 95m).
This is an important figure, as developers typically need to show assets worth >50%
of a project. This is the case with EUA.

Existing portfolio
EUA operates exclusive in the Weifang area. This allows EUA to control all of its
developments easy and time efficient. We participated in a site tour, which covered
all of the development projects in less than one day.

Location of main Euro Asia development sites

4
6

2
1

5

3

1. Xinyuanju Hotel (German Hotel)
2. Estate of Shengpaihua
3. Yunhu Holiday Hotel
Training and Exhibition Centre
Bare Land next to Yunhu
Holiday Hotel
4. New Jianye Buildung
5. Bare Land for China Agricultural
Machinery Market
6. Bare Land for Luxury
Townhouses at Jiulongjian

Source: Company presentation
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The chart above shows that EUA operates in areas, which are either close to current well
developed city areas (project 2 and 4), or are on main infrastructure sites, in line with the
local government’s expansion plans for the city (projects 1,5 and 6). Also, EUA supports
new clusters, such as the Yunhu project.
EUA can act fast, as it can draw on the land bank of SNI. These assets were bought earlier
through auctions and are now available for development. As the land title exists, the actual
planning procedure and pre-development phase (incl. receiving all required approvals) is
shorter with EUA than with its competitors, which need to look for land assets first.
This allows EUA to also start selling and letting activities faster, reducing development
risks further. Typically, cash deposits (so called ‘good faith deposits’) need to be placed
with the local banks. These can be retrieved, once the project is sold. Hence, fast selling
of assets – even during the construction period – is essential to keep working capital
requirements low.
EUA aims to develop and sell the existing assets – excluding the investment assets held for
rental income purpose – within the next 36 months and expects an average ROI of 35%.
While the assets were acquired for Yuan 264m in 2009/2010, the underlying value – once
building permits are granted – is more than Yuan 900m, according to DTZ valuations.
Selling assets would boost the group’s cash position in the coming years significantly – we
estimate to around Yuan 700m – sufficient to actively acquire further land use rights and
hence continue the growth path.

Existing portfolio (incl. land right options)
Name

Date of
completion

accounted

Sector

GFA sqm

Land sqm

Costs

Revenues

64,000

72,000

Rental
income

Value

Profit

72,000

8,000

Xinyuanju Hotel

2008

Leisure

9,359

27,740

Shengpaihua

1999

Leisure

4,239

2,907

3,000

33,000

New Jianye Bldg (11-15 flr)

2005

Office

5,541

3,382

3,000

35,000

Cloud Lake:
YunHu Holiday Hotel

2005

Leisure

6,291

20,000

6,000

61,000

Cloud Lake: YunHu Holiday
Hotel (add land)

2013

2012

Comm/resi

Cloud Lake T&E Centre
(5*Hotel)- Phase I

2009

2011

Hotel &
Exhib

28,500

32,023

76,662

137,513

137,513

60,850

Cloud Lake: YunHu
Apartments

2013

2012

Residential

103,000

20,000

230,250

424,875

424,875

194,625

China Agro Machine Mrkt
Phase I

2013

2011

Industrial

94,730

131,575

178,016

236,825

236,825

58,809

China Agro Machine Mrkt
Phase II

2014

2012

Industrial

25,000

28,425

43,673

62,500

62,500

18,827

China Agro Machine Mrkt
(ladd bank)

2014

2012

Industrial

239,990

333,334

534,986

779,969

779,969

244,983

Euro Asia Apt. Bldg

2011

2011

Residential

18,400

3,623

90,574

150,000

150,000

59,426

QingZhou Bldg

2012

2011

Comm/resi

51,462

14,463

120,582

167,252

167,252

46,670

Jiulongjian (land bank) Phase I

2014

2012

Residential

40,000

100,000

325,000

400,000

400,000

75,000

Jiulongjian (land bank) Phase II

2014

2012

Residential

40,000

100,000

325,000

480,000

480,000

155,000

666,512

900,909

1,988,743

2,910,933

3,190,933

922,189

Sums

83,437

151,000

12,000

Source: Euro Asia data, Sqr estimates
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The existing portfolio includes finished buildings/developments and existing projects,
which have not been finished. We describe the portfolio as ‘existing’ as it is based on
the available land use assets, transferred from SNI or Mr..Sun personally.

Existing portfolio land use terminations
Name
Xinyuanju Hotel
Shengpaihua
YunHu Holiday Hotel
New Jianye Bldg (11-15 flr)
Cloud Lake T&E Centre
China Agro Machine Mrkt
(land bank)
China Agro Machine Mrkt
(land bank)
Euro Asia Apt. Bldg
QingZhou Bldg
Cloud Lake Apartments
Jiulongjian
YunHu Holiday Hotel (add land)

Date of
completion
2008
1999
2005
2005
2011
2013

current
owner
NIW
NIW
NIW
NIW
NIW
NIW

bought
from
SNI
Mr. X. Sun
Mr. X. Sun
NIW RE
Mr. X. Sun
Xinpu

2014

NIW

to be bought

2012
2012
2014
2014
2013

NIW
NIW
NIW
NIW
NIW

SNI
Mr. X. Sun
government
Mr. X. Sun

end of
land use
Dez-47
Aug-37
Dez-43
Sep-52
Dez-43
Dez-49

Dez-52
Dez-43
Dez-43

Source: Euro Asia data

Renting assets (all rental contracts end September 2014)
New Jianye Building (11 – 15th floor)
These floors are owned by EUA and rented out to SNI. SNI has its operational
activities located in the office building, which is, however, also used by EUA. SNI
pays EUA Yuan 3m p.a. in rent. As the asset is valued at Yuan 34m, the underlying
rental yield is 8.9%, well above the current inflation rate. The rental income Is part of
EUA’s recurring income stream, which allows it to cover its ongoing costs. The rental
contract, however, ends in September 2014, while the land use rights expire only in
2052.
YunHu Holiday Hotel
The hotel is a two-star hotel in the south of Weifang (see map above). It is leased out
to a subsidiary of SNI until 2014. The value of Yuan 96m is just for the land alone,
which appears to be high. Typically, a land use right in the region would be close to
Yuan 30m (Yuan 1,500/sqm). This, apparently, is the amount the asset was originally
indebted. However, the land use right allows for the development of office space and
hence taller buildings than the 3-floor hotel. On this use, the value of the land would
be closer to Yuan 4,500/sqm, hence around Yuan 90m. Assuming such a 10 storey
construction on the use of 7,500 sqm. The value could rise to Yuan 187,5m. As with
all other SNI leases, the rent contract expires in 2014.
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Shengpaihua Bath House
The asset is located in the heart of Weifang and is a classical bath house. Bath houses
are a common institution in China, including restaurants and entertainment facilities.
The asset is leased out to SNI, which operates the facility. SNI pays EUA Yuan 3m
annually.
Development/disposal assets
Xinyuanju Hotel (German Hotel)
The sales agreement for the three-star hotel has been completed (i.e. sold by EUA).
On April 15th 2011, Euro Asia completed the land transfer agreement for the German
Hotel. Initially, EUA has received a good faith refundable deposit of Yuan 8m, and will
receive another Yuan 2m by the end of April. Once the 2nd payment is received, the
entire Yuan 10m will become non-refundable. The remaining purchase price of Yuan
62m will be received in two instalments:
__Yuan 30m on or before April 15th 2012, and
__Yuan 32m on or before October 15th, 2012.
The hotel has then been sold for Yuan 72m, which was almost the appraised value of
Yuan 76m. EUA reported a profit of Yuan 8m or a return on costs of 12.5%.
Euro Asia Apartment Buildings
This project is located in the heart of Weifang, opposite to the office building rented
by SNI. Given the excellent location, EUA expects the pre-selling to start next month
and sees most of the apartments being sold only in June. EUA currently sees no
reluctance of individuals looking for medium to high end residential units. The widely
expected ‘cooling off’ of the Chinese residential market is more an issue for the top 5
cities of the coastal region. EUA sees prices of Yuan 5,500/sqm on th residential part
of the building (80% of total of 25,500 sqm), and Yuan 10,000/sqm for the 4,732
sqm of commercial space. In addition, it will sell 192 parking slots.
EUA hence will have sold the building prior to the beginning of the construction
phase, hence allowing its clients to pay for most of the working capital requirements.
Total selling process is expected to sum up to Yuan 186m, allowing for a pre-tax profit
creation of Yuan 60m.
EUA executed this development in a very risk-reducing fashion:
__Land acquired by SNI, following in depth plot analysis
__EUA teamed up with a local developer, who takes on 50% of the project in exchange
for the entire costs of the projects and Yuan 20m, of which Yuan 10m have been
transferred to EUA already in 2011
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__Hence: EUA receives 50% of the profit of Yuan 60m, plus Yuan 20m as cash part for
giving up 50% of the project.
__This structure makes the entire deal risk free, while providing earnings upside at the
end of the selling period.
According to Euro Asia, the company has to date received a total non refundable
deposit of Yuan 10m. The balance of another Yuan 10m will be received upon
commencement of construction. This payment would then cover more than the total
payment of Yuan 15 m for the site, paid to SNI.
Euro Asia has also received first round feedback from relevant departments on the
preliminary design of the Euro Asia Apartment Buildings. The height of the building
has been reduced by 20 meters, fixing the height at 61 meters or 11 stories. The
adjusted GFA is 18,400 m2 with the apartments in duplex design. The design changes
are expected to receive approval comments by the end of May, 2011. Under this
revised timeline, construction is to start by July, 2011 with pre-sale commencing in
October 2011.
This reduction in zoning density, offset by an increase in targeted sales price will
adjust the gross sale of the building to Yuan 120m from Yuan 170m (plus land costs)
and EU Asia’s participation in the venture to Yuan 51m as opposed to Yuan 60m net
as previously announced on December 8, 2010.

Euro Asia Apartment Building specifics
Land right costs (est)
Construction costs

sqm

Yuan/sqm

total Yuan

3,623

5,500

19,926,500

18,400

2,000

36,800,000

other costs (marketing)

1,500,000

Total costs

58,226,500

Selling price apartment

9,936

Selling price commercial
Selling price garage space (units)
Total revenues
Gross pre tax profits

5,500

54,648,000

4,732

10,000

47,320,000

192

100,000

19,200,000
121,168,000
62,941,500

50% JV partner

31,470,750

EUA share in profits

31,470,750

Cash contribution for 50%

20,000,000

EUA total cash revenues

51,470,750
Source: Euro Asia data, SQR estimates
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Based on the total initial costs for EUA (assuming 100% of the project), which include
the land use rights (est. Yuan 15m) plus other, permit and approval costs of around
Yuan 15m (approx. 1% of total gross revenues), EUA would make a profit to the tune
of 240%.
QingZhou Building
EUA is still negotiating with a Joint Venture Partner, and has submitted preliminary
site plans, but is still waiting for feedback. EUA expected that the general terms with
the joint venture partner were to be the same as those announced on February 16th,
2011. Final deal closure is expected by June 30th, 2011. The initial targets announced
in February, 2011 remain unchanged. The development of these assets is designed to
be the same as with the Euro Asia Apartment building. Hence, EUA also here expects
a risk free development, as the 50% JV partner would assume the 50% stake in the
project for the development costs and Yuan 40m in cash contribution to EUA. The
earnings characteristics of the development, however, are slightly less favourable, we
believe, leading to a total pre-tax profit of around Yuan 46m.
Based on the total initial costs for EUA (assuming 100% of the project), which include
the land use rights (est. Yuan 28.2m) plus other, permit and approval costs of around
Yuan 15m (approx. 10% of total costs), EUA would make a profit to the tune of 35%.

QingZhou Building specifics
sqm

Yuan/sqm

total Yuan

Land right costs (est)

14,463

1,950

28,202,850

Construction costs

51,462

2,500

128,655,000

other costs (marketing)

15,000,000

Total costs
Selling price apartment
Selling price commercial
Selling price garage space (units)
Total revenues
Gross pre tax profits

171,857,850
29,750

3,800

113,050,000

7,650

10,000

76,495,000

225

90,000

20,250,000
209,795,000
37,937,150

50% JV partner

18,968,575

EUA share in profits

18,968,575

Cash contribution for 50%

40,000,000

EUA total cash revenues

58,968,575
Source: Euro Asia data, SQR estimates
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Cloud Lake Development: an example
Cloud Lake is a complete development area, initiated by EUA. The plan is to develop
an entire area with hotel, office/exhibition and training centre as well as high end
residential apartment buildings. There is no other 5* hotel in the region, suggesting
that the development would become the anchor development for more and further
developments, i.e. becoming the most valuable asset in the region. With the development,
EUA shows its foresight: also, it aims not to exit the development by selling; instead it
plans to continue managing parts of the Training and Exhibition centre itself through
NIW. EUA, however, would also consider exiting the current development, if margins
north of 35% could be achieved. Therefore, EUA continues to discuss such options.
Potential deals should be stroke latest by June 2011.
Cloud Lake 5* Hotel and Exhibition Centre
The hotel development construction began in 2009. The raw construction of the
landmark hotel building is almost finished and the glass front is currently being mounted.
Typically, at that time EUA starts negotiation with potential operators. EUA is currently
in negotiation with a PRC company, which might also want to take a value enhancing
approach. Instead of just managing the asset, the operator is negotiating taking at least
a significant stake in the entire Cloud Lake project, allowing it to benefit from future
value enhancements. Cloud Lake is currently held by NIW (see structure above).
EUA now negotiates to transfer the entire project to PRC company. In return, EUA
would receive a fixed annual fee and a share of the annual profit (either net or gross
profit). NWI would remain the manager of the property. In return, The PRC company
would invest the remaining Yuan 120m and operate the hotel.
The deal should be closed by the end of May 2011, just 2 months later than originally
planned. The transaction should become effective in June 2011.
Cloud Lake Apartments
The preliminary planning process was completed on April 1st 2011 and EUA has
submitted a revised plan for approval to the relevant authorities. This revised plan
increases the planned height of the venture from 19-24 stories to 26-30 stories with
an increase in the expected GFA to 103,000 sqm, an increase of 23,000 sqm. The gross
proceeds from this venture are now estimated to increase to Yuan 424n from Yuan
340m as announced in January 13th, 2011.
EUA expects planning for these buildings to be approved of in May, with initial
construction to commence at the end of September, 2011 and its completion by June
2013.
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Pipeline portfolio
EUA’s pipeline portfolio is basically the unused land adjacent to existing development
projects. These are basically five large land parts, with the most relevant being the
Agricultural Machinery Marketing Center
China Agricultural Machinery Marketing Center (CAMMC)
Currently, the site preparation at the project continues and a presale permit required to start the selling process for the asset - is expected to be received at the
time of completion of the 1st step of the hull structure. Following our visit to the site
and discussions with EUA, this is expected to be around end of June 2011.
The selling activities are expected to be successful: EUA has already received
preliminary LOIs from four anchor tenants and expects them to convert into a
purchase agreements in June. We regard this as likely: the entire street, at which the
CAMMC is located, is Weifang’s auto and truck outlet road. The mix between car
dealers, truck dealers and agricultural machine dealers is making price comparisons
and finding of outlets difficult to potential buyers. It is therefore in the interest of the
companies themselves to quickly bring specialized dealers together in order to boost
sales.
EUA’s pipeline now consists of additional 333,333.5 sqm of land adjacent to the site
for the CAMMC. EUA is negotiating with the authorities – with the help of SNI – to
acquire these land rights. EUA expects negotiations to be completed and land permits
to be acquired by September 30th, about six month later than initially hoped for. This
delay is due to continuing negotiation over the land right price for these 333,333 sqm
and - more relevantly – over the plot ratio for the existing area. Plot ratios explain
the density of a development, i.e. the height of a building and the number of floors.
While this delay sounds worrying, the actual negotiations are in line with the original
estimates for a purchase price of less than Yuan 175m for the new land (Yuan 525/
sqm).
Juilongjian luxury townhouses
EUA holds 200,000 sqm land bank at the Juilongjian country park. This prime site
is available for construction and EUA expects to finalize documentation for about
100,000 sqm by the end of June.
This plan is to develop 100 luxury town houses on the site, each with about 400 sqm of
living space. EUA currently works on initial designs – which would allow for sufficient
individualisation. Based on these EUA expects construction to start in August, as
pre-announced earlier. As typically done with EUA’s project, ‘completion’ means the
terminalisation of the selling process. This is expected to be in Q4 2012, i.e. just one
year after the construction start.
For the remaining 100,000 sqm, EUA is also seeking construction permits for –
we believe - the same development structure (100 houses with 400 sqm of living
space on around 900 sqm of land, and with 100 sqm of additional land for ways and
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paths). EUA is expecting the permits by October, 2011, i.e. shortly after the 1st part
of the project started construction phase. EUA officially does not comment on the
structure of the 2nd phase houses, but we believe that some kind of similar structures
is necessary in order to allow for a matching buyers’ profile.

Business case
EUA operates in niche market in two ways: firstly, it develops assets only in the
Weifang/Shandong area, secondly, it concentrates on developments, which are
either government initiated or are in the development area of government initiated
developments. This limits development risks significantly, allowing the company to
avoid risky businesses in order to provide growth.
EUA is strictly return orientated:
__Time to completion: 12 – 18 months
__Time to market (i.e. selling period): 12 – 18 months
__ROI: >35%
__Project size: < Yuan 400m = EUR 38m
__Accepting JV partners to facilitate fast exits and reduce risks
JV partners to step in to finance working capital. This has been successfully executed
with two commercial/residential buildings (Euro Asia Apartments and QingZhou
Apartments).
EUA builds on the experience and the land bank of SNI. Other than typical developers,
this allows investors in EUA to not only look on earnings potential, but also on asset
values. Based on the most recent (December 2010) independent appraisal of a
renowned real estate appraising firm, the asset value of its assets – mainly bare land,
land rights with building permits and developments) is north of Yuan 900m, or EUR
85m. This is equivalent to the current market capitalisation.
EUA operates with no leverage, different to the wider peer group (includes 21
companies ), which runs its development business with an average gearing of 61%;
hence we assume that the business is safer in terms of external risk factors.
At the same time, EUA’s operating margins are similar – or even superior – to those
of the sector in China. We assume that this the case as
__EUA concentrates on a very specific region. Here, it operates as the ‘local champion’,
allowing it to control developments closer and more frequently. This implies that
cost overruns are almost impossible to remain undetected. EUA therefore can avoid
costly adjustments and margin destroying inefficiencies.
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__EUA limits its developments to values of around YUAN 400m each. Here, it can
operate with local carpenters and act as a major, cash rich principle. As EUA
continues to develop within the area, sub-contractors are keen to leave good work
in order to receive repeating orders
__EUA operates in the niche of government led activities. This allows for swift
development approval processes and fast selling success. Hence, operating capital
is only very shortly invested.
Asset value of existing assets and existing pipeline
EUA’s asset value is, we believe, higher than nits current market capitalisation. This
asset value would not include additional use of existing land, as indicated by the land
use rights for office on a space which is currently occupied by a two-star hotel.
The value of the land as held by Xinpu on behalf of SNI is approx Yuan 600m. This is
the valuation obtained from DTZ as of February 2011. Based on this, addition value
of Yuan 300m is potentially achievable, if the two main expansion areas (one around
the Cloud Lake project and one around the Agro-Machinery exhibition Centre) would
receive final building permits.
This would bring the entire land bank portfolio to a value of around Yuan 900m,
which is in line with the current market capitalisation of EUA. However, this would
not include additional revenues – and profits, as shown above – from the actual
development of assets.
Typically, developers are not valued based on NAVs or GAVs. In case of EUA, the NAV
and the GAV is almost the same, as the company has virtually no debt on its balance
sheet. With EUA, however, it is noteworthy to mention that the existence of the vast
land bank allows EUA to swiftly act and develop assets, where needed. In so far has
the existence of assets a net value for its underlying business.
Under Chinese law, transfer of assets is possible, even without registration. However,
once an asset is sold, the property rights must have been transferred to the seller,
before the actual transaction occurs. This is regularly the case with EUA.
We understand that the assets have been transferred from SNI or Mr. Sun to EUA
affiliates in 2009, but there has been made so far no attempt by both parties to register
the transfer of property rights with the local authorities. Hence, the transactions
would happen the day EUA sells a development to a third party.
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Current appraised valuation and estimated full development values
Name

Date of
completion

accounted

current value

development
value (est)

Xinyuanju Hotel

2008

sold

Shengpaihua

1999

33,000.00

33,000.00

New Jianye Bldg (11-15 flr)

2005

35,000.00

35,000.00

Cloud Lake : YunHu Holiday Hotel

2005

61,000.00

61,000.00

Cloud Lake: YunHu Holiday Hotel (add land)

2013

2012

151,000.00

151,000.00

Cloud Lake T&E Centre (5*Hotel)- Phase I

2009

2011

138,000.00

137,512.50

Cloud Lake: YunHu Apartments

2013

2012

59,000.00

424,875.00

China Agro Machine Mrkt Phase I

2013

2011

125,000.00

236,825.00

China Agro Machine Mrkt Phase II

2014

2012

51,000.00

62,500.00

China Agro Machine Mrkt (ladd bank)

2014

2012

-

779,968.63

Euro Asia Apt. Bldg

2011

2011

150,000.00

QingZhou Bldg

2012

2011

167,251.50

Jiulongjian (land bank) Phase I

2014

2012

250,000.00

400,000.00

Jiulongjian (land bank) Phase II

2014

2012

-

480,000.00

903,000.00

3,118,932.63

Sums

-

Source: Euro Asia data, SQR estimates
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Management
Mr. Xiyi Sun, Chairman & CEO
Mr. Xiyi Sun (56) Chairman & CEO: Mr. Sun started his career at Tabacco Co (where
he started in 1972 after high school graduation). Alongside of his duties, he joined
the University in Beijing, where he received a Certificate in International Business
Administration and became a certified senior economist. He left Tobacco Co. in 1998
as deputy chairman, responsible for 30,000 employees and moved into property
development, building up a significant net worth and a prime property developer
status in the Weifang area, according to Euro Asia’s own assessment.
Among numerous others, received accolades such as “Life Time Achievement Award”
from the World Chinese Association and the Republic’s Economic Development
Committee in 2009. It must be mentioned that X.Sun received awards for his work
almost annually since 2003, underpinning the strong reputational base of himself, SNI
and – therewith indirectly – EUA.
Mr. Patrick Chan, Vice Chairman
Mr. Patrick P.L. Chan (56) was appointed director of Euro Asia in 2009 and is the
vice chairman of the Board. Mr. Chan obtained his Bachelor of Commerce majoring
in accounting and finance from McGill University in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. He
began his training as a professional accountant at KPMG in 1977 in Vancouver, Canada.
Mr. Chan attained his designation as a chartered accountant in 1980. In that same
year, Mr. Chan joined PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PWC”) in their Business Advisory
Group where he focused on business consulting and advisory, valuation, litigation
support and management of insolvent organisations. He was with Prudential Bache
Securities Inc from 1983 to 1985 as an Accounts Executive. Mr. Chan rejoined PWC’s
corporate finance department in 1985 where he became the Partner-in-Charge. Mr.
Chan returned to Hong Kong in 1993 where he joined Pacific Solid Foods Ltd, the
operating arm of J.G. Summit Co a multi-national company listed on the Philippines
exchange, as chief operating officer. Mr. Chan has also been a board member of
numerous companies listed in North American exchanges as well as the Deutsche
Boerse.
Mr. Zhu Ming Hao Alan, Board Member and CFO
Mr. Zhu joined SNI in 2000 as chief accountant and became board member of
SNI in 2008. He was appointed director in 2009 and is the Chief Financial Officer
of Euro Asia Group. Mr. Zhu attended Xinjiang Economic Institute and received his
bachelor degree in accounting and finance in 1995. He then came to Weifang and was
employed as Deputy Accounting Manager at Fan Hai Group from 1995 to 2000. In
2000 he joined SNI as chief accountant and became a board member of SNI in 2008.
Mr. Zhu is also the CFO of Xinpu. Mr. Zhu has developed over 1 million square meters
of properties in his professional career.
Mr. Huang Jing Wen, Board Member
Mr. Huang Jing Wen (39) Board Member: Mr. Huang joined SNI in 2009 as a board
member. In 1991 he obtained a degree in electrical engineering from the Shanghai
Polytechnic University, following which he joined several companies in Shenzen,
Weifang, as part of the management and as a developer. In 2004 he received his
EMBA from Qinghua University.
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Mr. Sun Xiao Jun, Board Member
Mr. Mr. Sun Xiao Jun (33) Board Member, received a degree in philosophy from the
University of Shandong in 1998. He joined SNI in 2001 assuming various positions
with increasing responsibilities. He became a director of SNI in 2008. Sun Xiao Jun is
the son of Mr. Sun XiYi.

Shareholder structure
Currently the company’s share capital is divided into 11m shares at par value. The
issue price at the time of the listing in the Entry Standard was EUR 5.00 on May 26th,
2010. At the time of the listing, EUA increased its capital by 1m new shares to 11m
shares.
At the time of the listing, existing shareholders (see shareholder split in the diagram
below) have agreed to a 12 months lock-up period (i.e. through end of May 2011)
for about 2m shares and for 24 months, i.e. until end of May 2012 for around 7m
shares (which are held by EU-Asia-America). In total, 9m of the existing 11m shares
are locked. Chairman & CEO X.Sun is sole holder of EU-Asia-America. His 7m shares
(63%) are held in a different share cluster and are non-fungible.

Current shareholder structure

Patrick Chan
EU-Asia-America
Soaring Dragon
Free float

Source: Company reports

EUA aims to shift from Entry Standard to Prime Standard within this year. Silvia
Quandt & Cie. AG has been mandated to facilitate this segment change. In order to
achieve Prime Standard requirements, EUA must – among other issues – increase the
free float of its shares to at least 25.1% of the outstanding capital.
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SWOT
Strengths
__Experienced management with long standing relationship in the industry. Strong
ties to local governments and authorities.
__Proven business model with strong growth, both internally and externally. Parent
company SNI and CEO Xiyi Sun developed more than 1m sqm in the past decade
__High operating margins prove validity of business model. Margins expected to
remain north of 30%, with EUA’s target remaining 35%

Weaknesses
__Despite strong growth, relatively small player due to focus on Weifang area.
__Only limited visibility of future expansion plans.
__Despite development activities assisted by SNI, EUA is dependent on external
development partners through JVs, which limit earnings potential.

Opportunities
__Strong brand within Weifang, as one of few listed – hence; transparent –developers.
Through SNI, ability to get access to unique development projects
__Development in tier 3 cities likely to be supported and pushed by local and national
governments. Weifang is therefore enjoying above average growtzh rates.
__Chinese limitation of price developments in major cities implies more attention of
fast growing tier 2 – 3 cities.

Threats
__Market entry barriers are generally low on the operational side, elevated on the
relationship side. However, risks remain that national developers enter Weifang
area
__Chinese policy might push price limitation regime onto tier 3 cities. This might
impair margin developments.
__Land bank holdings – such as the 7m sqm held by SNI – might be restricted, requiring
SNI to sell or venture out its assets to other partners than EUA. This would impair
significantly EUA’s pipeline and earnings potential.
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Financials
Profit & loss accounts
We expect EUA to accelerate its selling process in 2011. As in 2010 only 32,000
sqm have been developed, the company now expects some 202,000sqm to go into
development. We assume that this will lead to sales of around Yuan 520m.
Basically, we expect
__The sale of two of the 6 Cloud Lake apartment buildings for around Yuan 106m, or
Yuan 4000/sqm
__The Phase I of the Agricultural Machinery Park for about Yuan 237m. As there are
1st interested buyers and tenants, this should be achievable.
__About 1/3 of the phase I development of 100 luxury town houses, with the
remaining part of the phase I to be sold in 2012
__EUA to receive around Yuan 50m for a 50% stake in the Euro Asia Apartment
development. This payment should be received without costs from EUA’s side
__Yuan 40m in payments for the JV on the QingZhou Building. Again, we expect EUA
not to show costs in this case.

Sales estimates through 2013
Yuan ‚1000
Cloud Lake Apartments
German Hotel
Agricultural Machinery Park

Comment

2011e

2012e

2013e

2 blocks in 2011

106.00

174.00

166.00

30.00

32.00

cash payments in 2012/13
Phase I & II 50% in 2013

236.83

62.50

389.98

50% of phase II in 2013

88.89

266.67

240.00

Euro Asia Apartments

Cash payment in 2011

50.00

100.00

QingZhou

Cash payment in 2012

40.00

10.00

521.71

643.17

Luxury Apartments I & II

Total sales volume

827.98

Source: Euro Asia BVI, SQR estimates
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The table above details our sales estimates for EUA for the next 30 months. It is
important to mention that certain payments will be received (German Hotel, Euro
Asia Apartments, QingZhou Apartments) as part of the disposal of a stake in the
developments. For the remaining sale activities, it might be possible that certain legal
closures are delayed through December of a fiscal year. In this case, the accounting for
the transaction would be in the following year.

Euro Asia P&L
Yuan ‚1000

2009a

2010a

2011e

2012e

2013e

Sales revenues

-

72,000.0

521,713.9

643,166.7

827,984.3

Rental income

4,749.9

19,000.0

19,000.0

19,000.0

19,000.0

WIP

-

-

55,000.0

60,000.0

60,000.0

other revenues

-

288.1

40,000.0

30,000.0

32,000.0

Total revenues

4,749.9

91,288.1

635,713.9

752,166.7

938,984.3

Profit&loss

rental costs (VAT)
cost of sales (book value of sales)

807.4

6,830.0

6,830.0

6,830.0

6,830.0

-

64,000.0

363,099.7

420,751.8

506,742.9

costs of development
other construction costs
property management costs

3,000.0

6,000.0

7,500.0

15,000.0

personnel costs

1,319.4

1,044.0

1,252.8

1,503.4

1,804.0

other costs

3,607.0

1,193.4

1,491.7

1,864.6

2,330.8

Total costs

5,733.8

76,067.4

378,674.2

438,449.8

532,707.7

-983.9

15,220.7

257,039.7

313,716.9

406,276.6

depreciation on assets

-

2,745.0

1,423.8

5,516.2

6,142.5

amortisation on land rights

-

4,087.9

3,525.3

4,180.5

10,780.9

-983.9

8,387.9

252,090.6

304,020.2

389,353.2

EBITDA
reported EBITDA

EBIT
non recurring items
reported EBIT

3,508.3
-983.9

4,879.6

252,090.6

304,020.2

389,353.2

interest income

-

-

-

-

-

interest costs

-

-

-

-

-

other financials (net)

-

-

-

-

-

IFRS40 impairments

25,633.3

-

74,250.0

81,000.0

85,000.0

Pre-tax income

24,649.4

4,879.6

326,340.6

385,020.2

474,353.2

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

taxes

-

1,219.9

81,585.1

96,255.1

118,588.3

-thereof cash taxes

-

1,219.9

81,585.1

96,255.1

118,588.3

other taxes

-

3,072.6

-

-

-

24,649.4

587.1

244,755.4

288,765.2

355,764.9

participation income

Tax rate

Net income
minorities

-

-

-

-

-

Attrib. Net income

24,649.4

587.1

244,755.4

288,765.2

355,764.9

shares outstanding (avg)

10,000.0

11,000.0

11,000.0

11,000.0

11,000.0

EPS (reported)

2.46

0.05

22.25

26.25

32.34

EPS (excl. IFRS gains)

2.46

0.05

22.25

26.25

32.34

-

-

-

-

-

23.42

25.08

46.70

72.36

104.29

-

-

-

-

-

DPS
BVPS
NAVPS

Source: Euro Asia BVI, SQR estimates
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We anticipate EUA to boost activities significantly in 2011 and 2012. The main reason
lies in the fact that developments are starting now, after development designs have
been approved by authorities.
Valuation gains are partially due to increase in prices (estimated price rises around
10% in Weifang area) and valuation gains due to development progress. (WIP). As
EUA uses independent property appraisers (DTZ), certain IFRS valuation changes
might occur different to our estimates. This would be the case if IFRS classifies certain
development processes different to the company. In this case, profit accounting
would be pulled forward.
We still assume that EUA continues operating without interest bearing debt, as in the
past. However, if EUA decides to boost output, this might change, having a positive
impact on ROE. The speeding up of developments might emerge earlier than currently
anticipated by EUA: according to the most recent developments in China, the local
governments are pushing owners of land rights to start developments and not act as
land banks. Liu Suichen, the country’s Minister of Land and Resources Control, said
that he urges developers not to left developing land idle.

Euro Asia gross sales margins
Yuan ‚1000

2011e

2012e

2013e

Sales

521,713.89

643,166.67

827,984.31

Cost of sales

363,099.71

420,751.79

506,742.93

Gross margin

158,614.18

222,414.88

321,241.38

30.4%

34.6%

38.8%

Gross margin %

Source: Euro Asia BVI, SQR estimates

Balance sheet
We expect EUA to continue to operating without interest bearing debt. This implies
that the Equity ratio of the company remains high, reducing debt related risks to
investors. A high equity ratio is essential for developers in China, as the government
requires both high equity and cash/cash equivalents.

Euro Asia’s equity ratios
Yuan ‚1000

2009a

2010a

2011e

2012e

2013e

Balance sheet total

269,895.40

295,493.30

595,919.50

894,554.00

1,278,640.00

Equity

234,168.30

275,831.20

513,718.83

795,984.37

1,147,153.28

87%

93%

86%

89%

90%

4,918.40

217.90

91,641.50

67,582.00

33,815.00

-

37,450.00

55,000.00

60,738.00

85,000.00

4,918.40

37,667.90

146,641.50

128,320.00

118,815.00

2%

13%

25%

14%

9%

Equity % of BS
Cash
restricted cash (pre-payments)
Total cash
Cash % of BS

Source: Euro Asia BVI, SQR estimates
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We assume that EUA will continue acquiring land rights and develop them. Hence,
while existing on-book land rights will be sold with the developed asset, new land
rights will be acquired and booked for in the coming years. Also, we assume that EUA
acquires more land rights from the land bank portfolio of SNI and accounts for them
on its own books. Note that 2009 data only reflect a base business year with 3 months
in operation.

Euro Asia’s balance sheet
Yuan ‚1000

2009a

2010a

2011e

2012e

2013e

Balance sheet
Total assets

269,895.4

295,493.3

595,919.5

894,554.0

1,278,640.0

intangible assets

-

-

-

-

-

goodwill

-

-

-

-

-

long term real estate assets

100,670.0

52,155.0

202,057.0

225,000.0

476,400.0

long term lease land assets

163,330.0

141,012.0

167,221.0

431,234.0

548,425.0

fixed assets

-

-

-

-

-

other long term assets

-

-

-

-

-

264,000.0

193,167.0

369,278.0

656,234.0

1,024,825.0

Total long term assets
Assets available for sale
financial receivables

-

-

-

-

-

977.0

64,658.4

25,000.0

50,000.0

75,000.0

WIP

-

-

55,000.0

60,000.0

60,000.0

pre-payments for land rights

-

37,450.0

55,000.0

60,738.0

85,000.0

goods&services

-

-

-

-

-

tax assets

-

-

-

-

-

other assets

-

-

-

-

-

977.0

102,108.4

135,000.0

170,738.0

220,000.0

4,918.4

217.9

91,641.5

67,582.0

33,815.0

269,895.4

295,493.3

595,918.6

894,553.9

1,280,640.0

10,000.0

11,000.0

11,000.0

11,000.0

11,000.0

205,000.0

245,461.8

245,461.8

245,461.8

245,461.8

Total short term assets
Cash & equivalents
Total liabilities
base capital
capital reserves
earnings reserves
other equity
third parties
annual net profit
minorities

-10.4

-

1.6

2.0

2.2

-5,480.3

18,782.3

12,500.0

6,000.0

1,403.8

9.6

-

-

-

-

24,649.4

587.1

244,755.4

533,520.6

889,285.5

-

-

-

-

-

234,168.3

275,831.2

513,718.8

795,984.4

1,147,153.3

deferred taxes

-

-

-

-

-

pension provisions

-

-

-

-

-

bank loans (long)

-

-

-

-

-

derivatives

-

-

-

-

-

other long term debt (non interest)

30,000.0

5,200.0

20,000.0

20,000.0

20,000.0

Total long term debt

Total equity

30,000.0

5,200.0

10,325.0

20,000.0

20,000.0

other provisions (taxes, etc)

-

5,277.9

10,500.0

15,000.0

15,000.0

bank loans (short)

-

-

-

-

-

payments received

-

-

39,655.2

40,000.0

72,000.0

goods&services

5,727.1

2,354.2

11,719.5

13,569.5

16,486.7

tax liabilities

-

6,830.0

10,000.0

10,000.0

10,000.0

other short term liabilities

-

-

-

-

-

5,727.1

14,462.1

71,874.7

78,569.5

113,486.7

Total short term debt

Source: Euro Asia BVI, SQR estimates
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Cash Flow calculation
Euro Asia’s cash Flow estimates
Yuan ‚1000

2009a

2010a

2011e

2012e

2013e

-983.9

-4,879.6

252,090.6

304,020.2

389,353.2

-

6,832.8

4,949.1

9,696.7

16,923.4

25,643.7

-

-

-

-

Cash flow
EBIT
depreciation
IFRS valuation
Gains(-),Loss(+) from asst sale

-

Share program

-

Change in 3rd parties
Change in deferred tax liabilities
Change in deferred tax assets
Change in reserves

-8,000.0 -158,614.2 -222,414.9 -321,241.4
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,277.9

5,222.1

4,500.0

5,000.0

-

-

-

-

-

5,222.1

4,500.0

-

-101,131.4

22,108.4

-30,738.0

-49,262.0

-1,850.0

-2,917.2

-10.4
5,609.1

Increase(-), decrease(+) of other liabilities

7,516.5

3,372.9

-9,365.3

cash taxes

-

-4,292.5

-81,585.1

interest income

-

-

-

interest costs

-

-

other items
cash from asset sales
purchase of subsidiaries
capex
investments
interest payments
CF from investments
change in debt
Capital increase
own shares
CF from financing

-

142.9

Increase(-), decrease(+) of other assets

Operating CF

-

-96,255.1 -118,588.3
-

-

-

-

-

-8,950.0

-4,300.0

10,000.0

37,917.9

-102,819.9

31,077.6

-32,841.0

-70,732.3

0.0

72,000.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-264,000.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-264,000.0

72,000.0

-

-

-

30,000.0

5,200.0

57,412.6

6,694.8

34,917.2

200,000.0

42,510.7

2,048.9

2,048.9

2,048.9

-

-0.0

-

-

-

230,000.0

47,710.7

59,461.5

8,743.7

36,966.1

Source: Euro Asia BVI, SQR estimates
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Appendix
Peer Group Companies
CHINA VANKE CO
LTD -B
Sales
EBITDA
EBIT
Net Income
EV
MC
BV
ROE/BV
EBITDA margin
Net margin

2008

2009

2010e

2011e

2012e

36,457.91
6,899.19
6,793.37
4,033.17
82,194.84
69,362.95
31,891.93
21.30%
18.92%
11.06%

45,089.74
8,437.30
8,332.25
7,283.13
124,862.04
115,909.50
44,131.87
18.88%
18.71%
16.15%

74,984.64
22,439.33
20,924.83
9,688.46
110,547.90
110,647.90
42,991.27
48.67%
29.93%
12.92%

93,115.18
27,185.83
26,558.17
11,628.09
100,859.45
110,647.90
53,161.84
49.96%
29.20%
12.49%

113,470.00
33,270.00
31,802.25
13,791.60
89,231.35
110,647.90
64,376.95
49.40%
29.32%
12.15%

Source: Bloomberg consensus, SQR estimates

China Vanke Co., Ltd. is a property development company. The company develops
residential properties in Shenzen, Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Shenyang, Nanjing, and
other big cities in China.
GUANGZHOU R&F
PROPERTIES - H
Sales
EBITDA
EBIT
Net Income
EV

2008

2009

2010e

2011e

2012e

15,360.15
4,140.71
3,861.99
3,119.50
43,114.49

24,641.82
4,501.14
4,187.99
4,350.59
56,620.11

28,621.21
8,721.05
8,771.65
4,425.37
34,314.88

33,060.26
9,486.79
9,603.29
5,030.86
29,889.51

36,771.25
11,091.00
11,889.55
5,915.88
24,858.65

MC
BV
ROE/BV
EBITDA margin
Net margin

24,264.33
14,952.05
25.83%
26.96%
20.31%

38,872.50
19,787.72
21.16%
18.27%
17.66%

34,414.88
18,866.96
46.49%
30.47%
15.46%

34,414.88
22,247.22
43.17%
28.70%
15.22%

34,414.88
25,563.04
46.51%
30.16%
16.09%

Source: Bloomberg consensus, SQR estimates

Guangzhou R&F Properties Company Limited, through its subsidaries, develops, sells,
and leases property in Guangzhou and Beijing, China. The Company also provides
property management and agency services.
C C LAND HOLDINGS LTD
Sales
EBITDA
EBIT
Net Income
EV
MC
BV
ROE/BV
EBITDA margin
Net margin

2008

2009

2010e

2011e

2012e

1,395.64
-173.28
-250.09
-837.15

1,916.98
-69.86
-137.74
260.08

6,171.43
1,115.50
1,026.60
481.43

9,229.17
2,369.83
2,367.00
954.00

12,019.67
3,495.00
3,442.67
1,374.00

0.00%
-12.42%
-59.98%

0.00%
-3.64%
13.57%

0.00%
18.08%
7.80%

0.00%
25.68%
10.34%

0.00%
29.08%
11.43%

Source: Bloomberg consensus, SQR estimates
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CC Land Holdings Limited, through its subsidaries, develops and invests in properties
in Western China. The company also manufactures and trades packaging products
and luggage, and invests in treasuries as well.
SINO-OCEAN
LAND HOLDINGS
Sales
EBITDA
EBIT
Net Income
EV
MC
BV
ROE/BV
EBITDA margin
Net margin

2008

2009

2010e

2011e

2012e

6,487.38
2,199.00
2,175.36
1,387.90
20,491.07
13,774.17
16,669.85
13.05%
33.90%
21.39%

13,720.67
2,090.03
2,070.33
2,444.08
39,856.52
35,636.13
18,596.76
11.13%
15.23%
17.81%

19,251.88
5,360.94
5,513.93
2,730.39
24,879.22
24,979.22
22,531.14
24.47%
27.85%
14.18%

24,834.58
6,632.88
6,852.60
3,320.92
22,148.84
24,979.22
25,554.97
26.82%
26.71%
13.37%

33,478.70
7,763.14
8,222.38
4,267.80
18,827.91
24,979.22
27,487.37
29.91%
23.19%
12.75%

Source: Bloomberg consensus, SQR estimates

Sino-Ocean Land Holdings Ltd. develops residential, office, and commercial real
estate in the northern Peoples Republic in China.
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Risk notice, legal information
1. General risk notice
Investments in securities generally involve high risks. A complete loss of the invested capital cannot be excluded with this investment
form. Potential investors should be aware of the fact that the prices of securities can fall as well as rise and that income from security
investments may partly be subject to considerable fluctuations. Hence, no warranties or guarantees can be given in respect of the future
performance of the mentioned securities and the attainable yield of the investment.
2. Information according to section 34b German Securities Trade Act (WpHG) and according to the German Regulation concerning the
Analysis of Financial Instruments (FinAnV):
2.1. Information about the publisher, responsible company, transmission of financial analyses:
Company responsible for the preparation and publication: Silvia Quandt Research GmbH, Grüneburgweg 18, 60322 Frankfurt / Main.
Sole holder of the shares of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH is Silvia Quandt & Cie. AG, Grüneburgweg 18, 60322 Frankfurt / Main.
Silvia Quandt & Cie. AG acts in Germany as an intermediary bound by contract according to section 2 subsection 10 German Banking
Act (KWG) on behalf and for the account of biw Bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG as far as it affects investment brokerage
and contract brokerage as well as placement business according to section 1 subsection 1a sentence 2 No. 1, 1 c and No. 2 KWG. In
case of the transmission of financial analyses by Silvia Quandt & Cie. AG within the scope of the aforementioned finance services,
this activity is attributed to biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG. biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG is subject
to supervision by the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin), Graurheindorfer Straße 108, D-53117 Bonn and Lurgiallee 12,
D-60439 Frankfurt am Main.
Author of the present financial analysis: Ralf Groenemeyer, Head of Research and Real Estate
2.2. Sources of information and summary of the basis of valuation and the valuation methods applied during the preparation
2.2.1. Sources of information:
Essential sources of information for the preparation of this document are publications in interior and foreign media like information
services (e.g., Reuters, VWD, Bloomberg, dpa-AFX, among others), business press (e.g., “Börsenzeitung” (financial paper),
“Handelsblatt”, “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung”, Financial Times, among others), specialized press, published statistics, rating
agencies as well as publications of the analysed issuers.
All information refers to the date of the publication: [Date, time, refer to the date at the end of the disclaimer]
2.2.2. Summary of the basis of valuation and the valuation methods used during the preparation:
Within the scope of the evaluation of enterprises the following valuation methods are applied: multiplier models (stock exchange value
/ profit, stock exchange value / cash flow, stock exchange value / book value, Enterprise Value (EV) / turnover, EV / EBIT, EV / EBITA,
EV / EBITDA), Peer Group comparisons, historic valuation methods, discounting models (DCF, DDM, EVA, RIM), Break-up-Valueand Sum-of-the-Parts-approaches, substance-valuation methods or a combination of different methods. The valuation models are
dependent on economic parameters like interest rates, currencies, resources and on economic assumptions. Moreover, market moods
influence the valuations of enterprises. Also, the approaches are based on expectations that may change rapidly and without advance
warning according to developments specific for the respective branch. Therefore, the valuation results and fair values derived from the
models may also change accordingly. The results of the evaluation basically refer to a period of 12 months. Nevertheless, they are also
subjected to market conditions and constitute merely a snapshot. They may be reached faster or slower or may be scaled up or down.
Silvia Quandt Research GmbH uses a 3-stage absolute share rating system. The respective recommendations /classifications /ratings
refer to a time frame of at least 6 to a maximum of 18 months and are connected with the following expectations:
BUY: The expected yield, based on the determined target price, incl. dividend payment within the respective suitable time frame
amounts to > = + 10%.
NEUTRAL: The expected yield, based on the determined target price, incl. dividend payment within the suitable time frame amounts
to between -10% and <+10%.
AVOID: The expected yield, based on the determined target price, incl. dividend payment within the suitable time frame amounts to
<= - 10%.
2.3. Update
A specific update of the present analysis at a firm time has currently not yet been determined. The analysis and the opinions and
assessments contained therein merely reflect the perspective taken at the date stated on the first page of the analysis. Silvia Quandt
Research GmbH reserves the right to make an update of the analysis or the opinions and assessments contained therein without prior
notice. The decision whether and when an update is made lies solely in the discretion of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH.
2.4. Information about possible conflicts of interest
According to section 34b WpHG and according to the FinAnV, among other things, when preparing a financial analysis an obligation
exists to point out possible conflicts of interest in relation to the analysed finance instrument or the issuer.
2.4.1. Conflict of interests of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH
Possible conflicts of interest may be in existence with the employees of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH who have prepared the analysis/
with Silvia Quandt Research GmbH as the company responsible for the preparation or with its affiliated enterprises/ with other persons
or enterprises who act for Silvia Quandt Research GmbH or its affiliated enterprises and who assist in the preparation of the analysis,
respectively in relation to the following financial instruments or issuers mentioned in this analysis.
1. There is an essential shareholding (= holding > 5% of the share capital) between the aforementioned persons and/or enterprises and
the issuer who or his financial instruments are the subject of the financial analysis.
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2. The remuneration of the aforementioned persons and/or enterprises is dependent on investment banking transactions of their own
enterprise or of enterprises affiliated with them within the scope of the activity as an intermediary bound by contract with biw bank
für Investments und Wertpapiere AG.
3. In their trading portfolio the aforementioned persons and/or enterprises regularly hold financial instruments which or the issuer of
which are subjected to the financial analysis.
4. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises hold in respect of the financial instruments, which or the issuer of which are
subjected to the financial analysis, a net short (short position) of at least 1 percent of the share capital of the issuer.
5. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises supervise financial instruments, which or the issuer of which are subjected to the
financial analysis, within the scope of an outsourcing arrangement with biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG, in a market by
placing purchase or selling orders (Market Making/Designated sponsoring).
6. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises were involved within the preceding twelve months as an intermediary bound by
contract with biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG in the public offering of financial instruments, which or the issuer of which
are subjected to the financial analysis.
7. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises acted as an intermediary bound by contract with biw bank für Investments und
Wertpapiere AG within the scope of the listing on the stock exchange of the issuer, who or whose financial instruments are subjected
to the financial analysis, as an issuing bank or a selling agent.
8. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises, within the preceding twelve months and towards the issuer, who or whose financial
instruments are subjected to the financial analysis, were bound by an agreement about services in connection with investment banking
transactions within the scope of a position as an intermediary bound by contract with biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG
or received in this period from such an agreement a benefit or a performance promise.
9. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises, within the scope of the position as an intermediary bound by contract with biw
bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG, expect from the issuer, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the financial
analysis, during the next three months remunerations for services in connection with investment banking transactions or seek such
remunerations.
10. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises have concluded an agreement for the preparation of a financial analysis with the
issuer, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the financial analysis.
11. This financial analysis had been made accessible for the issuer, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the financial
analysis, before publication and was modified subsequently.
12. The aforementioned persons and/or members of the management board of the aforementioned enterprises hold seats on the board
of directors or seats on the supervisory board with issuers, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the financial analysis.
13. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises have other important financial interests relating to the issuer, who or whose
financial instruments are subjected to the financial analysis.
Silvia Quandt Research GmbH has adopted measures of precaution to prevent and avoid possible conflicts of interest in preparing and
transmitting financial analyses as far as possible or to deal with such conflicts adequately. In particular, a Watch- and a Restricted list
are maintained, and in-house information barriers (Chinese Walls) have been installed to block the access of employees who prepare
financial analyses to any information which could give rise to conflicts of interest in relation to the issuers concerned. As far as a conflict
of interests exists, it will be disclosed.
2.4.2. Conflicts of interest biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG when transmitting the financial analysis
Possible conflicts of interests may be in existence with biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG during the transmission of this
financial analysis and with natural persons who act for biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG and its affiliated enterprises,
respectively in relation to the following financial instruments or issuers mentioned in this analysis.
1. There is an essential shareholding (= holding > 5% of the share capital) between the aforementioned persons and/or enterprises and
the issuer who or his financial instruments are the subject of the financial analysis.
2. The remuneration of the aforementioned persons and/or enterprises is dependent on investment banking transactions of their own
enterprise or of affiliated enterprises.
3. In their trading portfolio the aforementioned Persons and/or enterprises regularly hold financial instruments which or the issuer of
which are subjected to the financial analysis.
4. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises hold in respect of the financial instruments, which or the issuer of which are
subjected to the financial analysis, a net short (short position) of at least 1 percent of the share capital of the issuer.
5. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises supervise financial instruments, which or the issuer of which are subjected to the
financial analysis, in a market by placing purchase or selling orders (Market Making/ Designated Sponsoring).
6. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises were involved within the preceding twelve months in lead managing a consortium
for in the public offering of financial instruments, which or the issuer of which are subjected to the financial analysis.
7. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises acted as an issuing bank or a selling agent within the scope of the listing on the stock
exchange of the issuer, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the financial analysis.
8. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises, within the preceding twelve months and towards the issuer, who or whose financial
instruments are subjected to the financial analysis, were bound by an agreement about services in connection with investment banking
transactions or received in this period from such an agreement a benefit or a performance promise.
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9. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises expect from the issuer, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the
financial analysis, during the next three months remunerations for services in connection with investment banking transactions or seek
at such remunerations.
10. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises have concluded an agreement for the preparation of a financial analysis with the
issuer, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the financial analysis.
11. This financial analysis had been made accessible for the issuer, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the financial
analysis, before publication and was modified subsequently.
12. The aforementioned persons and/or members of the management board of the aforementioned enterprises hold seats on the board
of directors or seats on the supervisory board with issuers, who or whose financial instruments are subjected to the financial analysis.
13. The aforementioned persons and/or enterprises have other important financial interests relating to the issuer, who or whose
financial instruments are subjected to the financial analysis.
biw Bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG has adopted measures of precaution to prevent and avoid possible conflicts of interest
during the preparation and transmission of financial analyses as far as possible or to deal with such conflicts adequately. In particular a
Watch- and a Restricted list are maintained, and in-house information barriers (Chinese Walls) have been installed to block the access
of employees who transmit financial analyses to any information which could give rise to conflicts of interest in relation to the issuers
concerned. As far as a conflict of interests exists, it will be disclosed.
2.5. Quarterly overview according to section 5 subsection 4 No. 3 FinAnV
Silvia Quandt Research GmbH evaluates the circulation of its recommendations once in the quarter. The quarterly overview is visible
on the internet under www.silviaquandt.de.
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Disclaimer
This document was prepared by Silvia Quandt Research GmbH exclusively for purposes of information. It constitutes neither a contract nor any obligation.
This document is intended exclusively for the use by persons from their home country who are familiar with the purchase and sale of securities due to their occupation and,
thus, who dispose of according knowledge. The duplication, transmission and circulation, in parts or as a whole, is permitted only after the prior written consent of Silvia Quandt
Research GmbH has been granted. An illegitimate transmission to third parties is not permitted.
This document may not be distributed in Great Britain without the prior written consent of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH. In this case, solely persons are authorized to take
delivery who have professional experience with investments in securities and fall within the scope of the provision of article 19 (5) of the financial services and markets act
2000 (financial promotion) order 2005 (the order) in the respectively relevant version; or persons who are subject to article 49 (2) (a) to (d) of the order. Any transmission or
distribution to persons who are not subjected to this is not permitted.
This document or a copy of it may not be taken into or forwarded to Australia, Japan, Canada or the United States of America or directly or indirectly distributed in Australia,
Japan, Canada or the United States of America or to any citizen of these countries. In no case this document may be forwarded or distributed to US-persons who are subjected
to the United States Securities Act.
In other countries or to citizens of other countries the distribution of this document can also be limited by law. The addressee of this document has to inform himself about
respective restrictions and observe these accordingly.
This document is not intended to be and may not be construed as a recommendation, an offer or a solicitation of an offer for the acquisition, the disposal or the subscription of
any security or of any investment. It does in no case constitute an investment consulting and in no case serves as a purchase or sales recommendation. An investment decision
may not be based on this document. Potential investors should individually consult with suitable persons prior to their investment decision. [Within the scope of the public offer
[ ] a security prospectus was prepared which is available under []. Potential investors are advised to peruse this document before purchasing the securities.]
This document prepared by Silvia Quandt Research GmbH is based on information from sources (publicly accessible information at the date of the publication that may change
nevertheless) which Silvia Quandt Research GmbH considered to be reliable, but are de facto not accessible to an independent verification. Despite careful assessment, Silvia
Quandt Research GmbH does not give any guarantee and warranty for the completeness and accuracy of the prepared document and does not assume any liability for the
completeness and accuracy; any responsibility and liability is excluded provided that on the part of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH deliberate intention or gross negligence does
not exist.
All statements and opinions are exclusively such of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH or the author and can be modified without prior notice. Any mistakes in the document due to
misapprehensions can be rectified by Silvia Quandt Research GmbH; in this respect Silvia Quandt Research GmbH cannot be held to account for damages incurred from these
mistakes, unless the mistakes can be attributed to grossly negligent behavior of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH. Silvia Quandt Research GmbH does not assume any liability for
pecuniary detriments, unless these are based on deliberate intention or gross negligence. With the acceptance of this document the reader or the user of this document agrees
with the stated risk notice, the legal information and the disclaimer and agrees to be bound by the aforementioned terms as well as to make the information contained in this
analysis exclusively accessible for entitled persons. The user of this document is obliged towards Silvia Quandt Research GmbH to compensate for all damages, claims, losses and
disadvantages incurred as a result of or in connection with the unauthorized use of this document.
The preparation of this document is subject to German law. The legal venue for all disputes is Frankfurt am Main (Germany). Should a provision of this disclaimer be or become
ineffective, the remaining provisions of this disclaimer remain unaffected thereof.
3.1. Issuer and notice according to section 4 subsection 4 No. 4 FinAnV about preceding publications during the last twelve months about the security or the issuer
Issuer of the analyzed finance instrument is Euro Asia Premier Real Estate Company Ltd.
3.4. Information about possible conflicts of interest
3.4.1. Conflict of interests of Silvia Quandt Research GmbH
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3.4.2. Conflicts of interest biw bank für Investments und Wertpapiere AG when transmitting the financial analysis
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3.5. Publication according to article 5 (4) no. 3 of the German Regulation concerning the analysis of financial instruments (Finanzanalyseverordnung):
Number of recommendations from Silvia Quandt Research GmbH in 2011

Thereof recommendations for issuers to which investment banking services were
provided during the preceding twelve months

Buy

95

35

Neutral

39

1

4

0

Avoid

This document is not intended for use by persons resident in any jurisdiction that regulates access to such documents by applicable laws. Investment decisions must
not be based on any statement in this report. Persons in possession of this document should inform themselves about possible legal restrictions and observe them
accordingly. In case of uncertainty persons should not access and consider this document. This document is not intended for use by persons that are classified as USpersons under the United States Securities Act.
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